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synopsis

n.S.WANI
Ph.D.

Department of Electrical Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur

January, 1978

THTRISTOR COUTROLLBRS EOR SLIPRISG IRDUCTION MOTOR

From the beginning of industrial revolution, the

trend has been toward, automation of various industrial

operations. In the recent jfeutt developments in solid-

state electronic circuits have accelerated the automation

trend at various levels. Simultaneous growth in the

field of power semiconductors made the industrial drives

amenable to the application of signal and power modula-

tion techniques so far associated with data processing

and communication equipments only.

Most of the industrial drives are induction motors

due to their eccaiomy and ruggedness compared to do drives.

However, dc shunt motor is still the champion in tenns of

breadth of applicatnaa in adaustable speed drives due to

the easiness in speed control. But it has its age-old

commutator arcing and maintenance problems. This has

led to the development of variable speed controllers' for

ac synohronous and induetima motors. Speed control of

synchronous motor requires variable voltage and variable

frequency souroe.
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Tlie conventional metliods of induction motor speed

control are as follows.

i) Stator voltage control

11 ) Stator voltage and frequency control

lii) Hot or power control

iv) Rotor resistance control,

Ihe first method is simple but inefficient for low speed

operation and gives poor starting torque. The second method

gives wide range speed variation with very good efficiency.

However, the complexity of this scheme makes it uneconomical

for low power applications. The third and fourth methods are

applicable to slipring induction motors only. Speed-torque

characteristic of slip power controlled drive is similar to

that of DC shunt motor. Method of rotor resistance control

IS simple and economical in nattire, though it Suffers from

poor efficiency at low speeds.

The aim of the present thesis is to study the third

and fourth methods of speed control techniques applicable

to the slipring induction motor, aoad propose mathematical

models of the drive system for the analysis of steady-

state and dynamic performance.

The principle of slip power recovery from the rotor

circuit has been commonly utilized in rotating Scherbius

and Eramer cascade systems. In recent years solid state

frequency converters have been used m place of rotating
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auxiliary machines, providing compact, high, efficiency,

variable speed static drives with better dynamic response

and good control characteristics.

Feeding rotor power to line poses a difficult

problem since the rotor power has both a variable voltage

and variable frequency. The variable frequency problem

IS overcome by rectifying the rotor output in which case

only a line commutated inveiter is re^tiired to feed

variable voltage dc power into constant voltage ac line*

In this thesis, problems associated with slip

power control are discussed, and it is pointed out that

slip power control is economical only for sutn-synchronous

operation. Super-synchronous operation requires that

both the converters should be fully controlled bridges.

Moreover, designing firing circuits for wide variations

in slip frequency requires elaborate firing circuits

and/or rotating transducers mounted on the same shaft.

Though various techniques for power factor

improvement are available such as asymmetrical triggering

or forced commutation, these methods give increased dis-

tortion in line current. Hence these methods were not

attempted here.

A sub-synchronous slip power recovery controller

was designed for 5 HP slip-rmg motor. The power ciremt
I

comprises a diode bridge, a fully controlled thyristor
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bridge, a smoothing inductor, and a bleeder resistor.

This arrangement is capable of only returning slip power

from rotor circuit to ac line ®Lnd not vice-versa. The

appropriate values of smoothing inductor and resistor

help in maintaining continuous currait in dc path and

hence linear operation of line commutated converters.

DC circuit model is developed and comparison of

speed-torque characteristics obtained from this model is

made with that of experimentally obtained resiiLts.

The co-sine comparator arrangement is used in

firing circuits. This gives linear relaticai between

average output voltage and control voltage to firing

circuit. Hence, thyristor conveirter is treated as a

linear, switching mode power amplifier.

A closed loop controller is designed to obtain

improved speed regulation. The scheme is as follows:

A PI controller is used for speed control loop.

This loop contains another inner loop with PI controller

for current control. The output of speed controller

which has adjustable saturation level provides reference

signal for current control loop. Because of this arrange-

ment, during starting and under overload condition motor

current and hence torque is limited to preset value,

corresponding to saturation level of speed controller
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output. Moreover, current control loop maintains

constant current against disturljances in supply voltage.

The closed loop speed-torque characteristics of the drive

are almost flat giving speed regulation better than

0.5 percent.

The complete transient analysis of induction

motor IS quite difficult. The presence of bridge

rectifier and inverter makes it all the' more difficult.

Therefore, it is not possible to derive analytically a

transfer function that will be valid under all conditions.
i

However, transfer ftmction that will be valid under certain

simplifying assumpticais is derived.

If voltage drop across stator impedance and voltage

loss due to commutation is ignored, relation between motor

torque and rotor current becomes linear. It is shown that

this assumption is valid almost upto full load rotor

current. Moreover, it is mentioned earlier that thyristor

converter could be considered as linear amplifier. Based

on these assumptions transfer functions for motor and

controller are developed. It is shown that these trans-

fer functions hold good over a wide range.

These transfer functicais are used io study the

transient response of the drive for step-input signals*

The design of PI controllers is also' baaed on the

transfer functions.
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Gomparxson of motor speed and rotor current

transient response computed from these transfer functions

with experimentally obtained response is given. The

Chapters 2 and 3 cover in detail the slip power recovery

scheme mentioned above. The other method of speed control

of slipring motor discussed in the thesis, is by rotor

resistance control.

Conventionally, the rotor resistance is controlled

manually and in discrete steps. Using thyristors, the

conventional resistance control scheme can be eliminated

either by •asing a 3-'phase rectifier bridge and a chopper

controlled external resistance, or phase controlled

thyristors in the rotor circuit. Use of phase controlled

thyristors require no commutation circuit, however,

obtaining synchronizing signal corresponding to variable

frequency rotor voltage is somewhat difficiilt. Hence

wide range speed control using this method requires

rotating sensors mounted on the shaft. L chopper is a

power switch electronically monitored by a control

circuit, The equivalent rotor resistance is altered

by changing the duty cycle of the chopper. A simple

arrangement of switching resistor gives discontinuity

in rotor currents and hence excessive harmonic losses.

This problem is solved by introducing a filter in the

rotor circuit. This improvement gives continuous ripple
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free dc in the rotor circuit, and permits application

of motor with, almost 90 percent derating factor.

The chopper control scheme for variable speed

control of slipring induction motor is discussed in

Chapters 4 and 5. It has been shown that using a

simple 1-R filter restricts the external resistance to

a very small value resulting in not so wide variation

in the speed-torque characteristics. A superior scheme

of using a second order, i.e., 1-C-R, filter in the

rotor circuit is suggested. This arrangement permits

very hi^ value (even removal) of external resistance,

which gives wide variations in the characteristics. It

IS shown that use of high speed thyristors will permit

operation at hi^er frequency and hence reduction in

filter component size. Design considerations for

second order filter are also given.

DC circuit model for this scheme is derived.

Comparison of speed-torque characteristics based on

this model and experimental results is also given.

With 2nd order filter it is not easy to get

closed form solution for rotor current for the following

reasons:

1, Each switching operation introduces transients -

and it IS a tedious aob to determine boundary values

under steady state cc»idition.
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2. Presence of leakage reactance on the ac side makes

it all the more diffic\ilt»

Hence, iterative procedure is adapted to determine

the steady state current wave fom and thereby average

current and torque developed for the given motor speed.

The rotor resihance controlled sliprurg motor has

very poor speed regulation with open loop cntrolk In

many industrial applications, very good speed regulation

of the drive is essential* Precision closed loop regu-

lator for conventional rotor resistance control is im-

practical. However, with thyristor chopper precision

speed control could he obtained.

Design of closed loop controller is same as that

of slip power recovery scheme. The closed loop control-

ler used for chopper controlled drive also incorporates

speed and current feedbacks, ^eed regulation is better

than 0,5 percent.

Since for a chopper circuit without filter,currentf

wave form could be hi^ily distorted, derivation of average

current feedback signal did pose a problem. To reduce the

ripple amplitude in such current feedback signsJl would

require a filter with large time constant, paiticularly

when the chopper frequency is low. Moreover, filter time

constants would be different for different chopper frequency,
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and also for different parameters of chopper filter. A

simple filter m the current feedback path may have

adverse effect on the dynamic performance of the drive.

To overcome these problems a novel high speed average

current saasing circuit is developed. This circuit samples

and holds the minimum and maximum values of rotor current

for eaOh cycle and outputs the average value for that\

cycle. It IS shown that since the nature of current in-

crease or decrease is almost linear, the output signal

corresponds to the average value of rotor currrait.

For ‘chopper controlled slipring motor' rotor

winding currents and dc equivalent circuit are similar

to that of slip power recovery. Hence, the voltage drop

across statOr impedance and voltage loss due to commuta-

tion could be ignored under light load for this scheme

also. This assumption simplifies analysis by making

torque and rotor current relation linear. Moreover,

rotor circuit time constants during *C3H' and 'OFF'

modes are not equal. This results in highly nonlinear

relation between rotor current and chopper duty cycle.

However, transfer functions that will be valid for small

perturbations are derived, the parameters being dependent

on the given steady-state operating point.
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These transfer functions are used to study the

dynamic performance of the drive. The design of closed

loop ccjntroller is also haeed on these transfer functions.

Comparison of e:^erimeiixal and computed results based on

these transfer functions is also given.



CHAPTER 1

IHTRODTJCTIOlir

In the recent past developmeats in the area of

power semiconductors and electronic ciicuits have given

way to the revolutionary approach to the control of

industrial drives. Thyristor controllers, the outccane

of these developments, are rapidly replacing the con-

ventional motor control devices like rotating amplifiers,

mercury arc converters and motor-gaaerator sets due to

their superiority in operation, maintenance and amenal>i-

lity to signal and power modulation techniques associated

so far with communication and data-proceasing equipments

only.

Most of the industrial drives are induction

motors due to their economy and ruggedness compared to

dc drives. However, do shunt motor is still the most

commonly used motor for adjustable speed drives dije to

the easiness in speed control. But it has its age-o3,d

commutator arcing and maintenance problems. This haB

led to tbe development of variable speed controller^

for ac motors. Though the thyristor controller like

Variable voltage and variable frequency controller ^or

Cage motor f5e©tion 1.2) involves ccmiplex and esqpensive

\
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circuitry it works out one of the most competitive

controller for high power drives used in hazardous

environment Moreover, it 3 " expected that future

developments in power transistors and gate turn-off

thyristors will make these controllers far more reliable

and economical for low and medium power drives.

The conventional methods of induction motor

speed control are as follows

i) Stator voltage control

11 ) Stator voltage and frequency control

111 ) Slip power control

iv) rotor resistance control.

A brief discussion of these methods is given in the

following sections.

1.1 STATOR TOITAGB COFTROL

Prom induction motor theory, it is known that

the torque developed by motor at a gxven speed is pro-

portional to the square of the airgap voltage. Therefore,

motor torque can be varied by adjusting stator voltage.

The corresponding variation in speed-torque characteris-

tics IS given in Figure 1.1. It is observed from the

speed torque characteristics that this method of control

gives poor speed regulation, reduced pullout torque^ ahd
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also lower starting torque ior i^educed voltages. These

limitations in speed tornue chrractprisMCs malc^ this

speed control technique suitable for fan type loads

only, where load torque is proportional to the square

of the speed. For constsnt load toroue this method will

give speed control over limited range.

Conventionally f variable voltage is obtained by

using variac or tape-changing transfoimer. Solid state

alternatives comprise of thyristors, trxacs, or reverse

conducting thyristors used in different configurations

to control the rms voltage across stator [ 1 , 2 , 53 *

stator voltage is controlled by controlling the firing

angle of these devices and the nature of commutation is

natural (line) commutation. However, forced commutation

IS also used when power factor improvement is essential.

The phase control scheme with natural commutation

IS the simplest method of controlling induction motor. The

major drawbacks of this method are its poor efficiency at

low speeds and reduced torque for low voltages. This

technique is commonly used for controlling small capacity

drives like portable machine tools, fans etc.

1.2 VARIABIS TOIiTAGE 4ND VARIABIdE FEFQUMCY COTTROI/ [4»53

The method of stator voltage and frequency control

is ideally suitable for induction motor speed control.
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The speed torque characteristics obtained with this method

are similar to that of variable volt eg'" control of dc

separately excited motor. The slip power recovery scheme

(Section 1.3) also gives similar speed torque characteris-

tics. However, this scheme is not applicable to cage

induction motor, which is most commonly ised.

For induction motor synchronous speed is propor-

tional to supply frequency. And operating speed is

slightly less than the synchronous (no-load) speed

the motor. Hence motor speed can be controlled by

varying supply frequency. However, a reduction in

supply frequency will increase the air-gap flux and

magnetizing current and it may even saturate the core

resulting in excessive stator winding currents. There-

fore, variable frequency control is always accompained

by variable voltage control in order to keep voltage to

frequency ratio (V/F) constant, and hence constant air-

gap flux throughout the operating range. Consequently,

this scheme maintains constant pullout torqur for the

sub-synchronous operation of the motor. For the supply

frequencies higher than the rated frequency, it is not

possible to keep (T/^ ratio constant due to limitations

of the motor.
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Conventionally, this scheme ifas implrmented by

using variable specd/frcqucncy rotating generstors for

driving the induction motor. By now large number of

thyristor inverter configurations are a'^ailable as

variable voltage and frequency source required for

induction motor control. Bo doubt, thyristors have

played an important role in populirizing this method.

A typical controller scheme consists of a phase control-

led rectifier followed by variable frequency inverter

feeding the induction motor. The firing angle and

frequency are adousted to obtain the required charac-

teristics. The availability of high voltage thyristors

gave rise to the development of current source inverters

These inverters are capable of providing regenerative

braking of the motor.

At present only points against inverter circuits

are their low reliability compared to controlled recti-

fiers, elaborate commutation circuits, and hi^ cost.

It IS expected that future developments in power transis

tors and gate turn-off SCR’s will solve these problems

for low and medium power drives.

1.3 SUP POWER GOBTROL

It a,s known that the secondary electrical power

for induction motor is proportional to slip. Hence,
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continuous low speed operation is inherently inefficient.

Thus if slip povrer is recovered from ’he secondary instead

of dissipating it in the ro-Loi -winding and estemal

resistance, if any, then the overall efficiency of the

system can be improved drastically. In a slip power

recovery scheme, the slip power is either returned to

the supply lines or is used to drive an auxiliary motor

coupled to the same shaft. This principle has been

commonly utilized in rotating Scherbius and Kramer

cascade systems. This method, like stator voltage and

frequency control, also gives speed, torque characteris-

tics similar to that of do separately excited motor

with armature voltage control.

The problem of transferring power between a

constant voltage and constant frequency supply line,

and a variable voltage, variable frequency source at

sliprings can be solved either by providing (l) a 5“Phase

to ^-pliase cycloconve 2?ter , or (2) by rectifier/inverter

connections. In either of these schemes, if slip power

is recovered and fedback to the supply, speed control

for sub-synchronous motoring and super-synchronous

regenerative braking are obtained. If additional power

IS injected into the rotor ci3rcuit, speed control for

super-synchronous motoring and sub-synchronous regenera-

tive braking are obtained. The four quadrant operation

of such controllers is explained in Pigure 1,2.
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In a cycloconTert or =!cneiiie, 50 'iz constant voltage

s^jpply IS converted to rotor voltage at slip frequency.

The power-flow direction is controlled by adjusting

phase d3ffercnce (or polarity) between the roi or induced

voltage and cycloconvcrtcr output

In the second method two fully controlled bridges

are used (refer Figure 2.1) and depending on the mode

of control of these bridges either rotor power is

recovered from or fed into the rotor circuit. When

uncontrolled bridge (rectifier) on slipring side and

a line commutated inverter on supply side arc used,

only sub-synchronous motoring and super-synchronous

regenerative brakx-ng arc possible with this scheme.

When both the conventers are fully controlled, the

converter on the slipring side requires elaborate

control circuibs. Moreover, expenditure on two control-

lers may be prohibitive in many applications. However,

the scheme with only one fully controlled bridge and

an uncontrolled rectifier is a highly economical alter-

native for controlling high power drives (100 ZW and

above) in sub-synachronous range.

The notable feature of slip power control scheme

IS super-synchronous motoring is possible, unlike stator

voltage and frequency controller, without any reduction
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in torque developed, and at the same time electrical

parameters of the dri'’-e are within -^c^fied limits.

1.4 ROTOR RrSIBTil'CP CCMT’ROI

At a giver speed, torque developed hy induction

motor can he varied by changing the effective rotor

resistance. This technique is commonly used for

starting the slipring motor. When this method is

applied for speed control of slipring motor its major

drawback, like stator voltage control, is poor effici-

ency at low speed. Therefore, this method is used for

low or medium power drives only* The advantages of

this scheme over stator voltage control are

i) wide range speed control is possible, irrespec-

tive of the load speed torque characteristics, and

11 ) pullout torque is independent of rotor resistance

(refer Figure l.j).

Conventionally, external resistance coomected

in the rotor circuit is controlled manually m descrete

steps. Using power semiconductors, the conventional

resistance control can be eliminated by using 3-phase

rectifier bridge and chopper controlled external

resistance. The simple arrangement of resistance and

chopper m the rotor circuit cause highly distorted

waveforms of .rotor winding currents. The filter
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cxrcmt "between 3-pliase rectifier and chopper is

incorporated to solve this prchlem.

The other alteriiotive'’ of coi trolling, effective

rotor resistances are i) shoit circioiting rotor circuit

through phase controlled th^^rist Ox's or ii) using

controlled bridge rectifier with external H-l load on

dc side* Since both of these circuits operate on

variable frequency sorircc from sliprmgs, the wide

range phase angle control reouires elaborate firing

circuits and/or rotating transducer mounted on the

motor shaft.

The chopper control scheme is simple and also

economical for small and medium power slipring motor*

1*5 THESIS ObTIIITB

The aim of the present thesis is to study the

last two methods of speed control namely, slip power

recovery and rotor resistance control, applicable to

the slipring induction motor, and propose mathematical

models of the drive system for the analysis of steady

state and dynamic performance.

In Chapter 2» problems associated with slip power

control are di^scussed and it is pointed out that slip

power control is economical only for sub-synchronoui?

operation. Though various techniques for power factor
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improvement are avai3a‘ble stch 8S asyn'^'etrical trigger-

ing, or forced comrut^tion, tbene method®! ^.^ve increased

distoition in line current. Hence these methods ere

not attempted here. In the seme chapter? DC circuit

model IS developed for slip power recovery controlled

drive and comparison of speed torque characteristics

obtained from this model is made with that of experi-

mentally obtained resiiLts.
!;

A sub-synchronous slip power ccaatroller is

designed for 3 HP slipring motor. The cosine ccanparator

arrangement used for firing circuit for converters gives

linear relationship between average output voltage of

converter and control voltage to firing circuit.

A closed loop controller is designed to obtain

improved speed regulation. This scheme comprises of a

PI controller for speed con+rol loop, and another inner

loop with PI controller for current control. The

speed controller outputs with adoustable saturation

level, IS used as reference signal for cTarrent control

loop. This arrangement limits motor current and hence

torque developed during starting and overload conditions

to preset value determined by speed controller output.

In Chapter 3» a dynamic model for slip power

recovery scheme, based on certain sxmplifyong assum-

ptions Is derived. Thyristor controller is treated
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as a linear, switching mode power cmplifier. It i=!

shown that almost upto fnll logd roior c\irrent, the

relation between motor torque end rotor curjrent ’ s

linear. Ba'^ed on these assumptions trensf'-r funL-tions

arc developed. It is shown that these tronsle - functions

are valid over a wide range of motor speed and torque

Chapter 3 also gives complete transient analysis

of the drive for step-input reference signals applied

to open loop controller, current loop, and speed control

loop. The closed loop controller design based on these

transfer functions is also given. Oomparison of motor

speed and rotor current transient response computed from

these transfer functions with experimentally obtained

response is given.

The chopper control scheme for variable speed

control of slipring induction motor is discussed in

detail in Chapter 4« It has been shown that using a

simple I-E filter restricts the external resistance

to a very small value resulting in not so wide variation

in the speed torque characteristic" A superior scheme

of using a second order filter in the rotor circuit is

suggested. This arrangement theoretically permits

wide variations in the speed torque characteristics of

the drive
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ADC. circuit trodel, a'?'=iuiaing tlirt rotor

current in do path, is continuous anc> ripple free, is

developeci. Compn,ri=!on of expert m'='n ball and conputed

speed torque chare ct eri‘=! cic=! , using thi*^ model, is

given. The presence of rotor leakage repctance and

periodic transients in each cycle of chopper operation

makes it difficult to ohrain closed form solution for

rotor current waveform. Hence iterative procedure is

adapted to determine the st eady-stst e_ current waveform

and thereby average current and torque developed for the

given motor speed.

The de=!ign of closed loop speed controller for

chopper controlled slipring motor given in Chapter 4 is

similar to that of slip power controller given in

Chapter 2. A novel high speed average current sensing

circuit IS developed for current feedback. This circuit

samples and holds the minimum and maximum values of rotor

current for each cycle and outputs the average value for

that cycle. The effective time constant of this circuit

IS independent of chopper filter component size or rotor

current waveform, f^ince output of this circuit is ripple

free it does not reauire any additional filter. This

circuit IS superior compared to other alt ernatives » when

rotor current waveform is highly distorted. The compaha—

tively small time constant of this circuit gives supeiior

dynamic performance of the drive.



Chaptf'r 5 gives dynpraic model and -^nnsient

response oj? chopper controll •^liprint- motor. In

Chapter 4» it is pointed out thot the x'Otor circuit

time con‘=!teats during OK pnd OPF nodes of chopper are

not equal. And it is observed that thi" re'sul+s in

highly nonlinesr relation betveen ro+or current end

duty cycle. Howovri, transfer functions that will be

valid for small perturbations c derived, the para-

meters being dependent in the given steady state

operating point. The rest of the simplifying assum-

ptions are same as the assumptions given m Chapter 3

for slip power control. Moreover, a dynamic analysis

and closed loop controller design based on these transfer

fiinctions are given in this chapter. Comparison of

computed and experimentally obtained results is also

given.

Concluding remarks are given in Chapter 6



CHAPTER 2

SLIP POWER RECOVERY SCHEME

2.1 IRT'RODUCTION

The principle of slip power recovery from the

rotor circuit has been commonly utilized in rotating

Scherbius and Kramer cascade systems. In recent years

solid-state frequency converters have been used in

place of rotating auxiliary machines, providing compact,

high efficiency variable speed static drives with a

better dynamic response and good control characteris-

tics [6»73»

Erom the induction motor theory, it is known

that the secondary electrical power is proportional

to slip. Hence continuous high slip (low speed) opera-

tion IS inherently inefficiaat. Therefore, the speed

control of Induction Motor oy variable voltage at

constant frequency or by variation of external rotor

resistance is inefficient. Moreover, variable voltage

and constant frequency control at low voltage suffers

from the further disvantages of

1. the rapid temperature rise caused by

excessive winding current

,

2. reduced torque at low speed-s
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Thus if the slip power is recovered from the

secondary instead of dissipating it in the rotor winding

and erternal resistance, if any, then the overall

efficiency of the system can be improved drastically.

In a slip power recovery scheme, the slip power is

either returned to the supply lines or is used to drive

an auxiliary motor coupled to the shaft.

The design of slip power controlled drive,

complete with speed and current feedback is given in

this chapter.

2.2 STATIC SUP POWBB, COFTROI SCHEME

The slip power control scheme requires that

the voltage at slip frequency is inoected m the rotor

circuit to absorb the slip power when motor is running

at subssnachronous speeds, and to feed power when it is

running at super-synchronous speeds. With the use of

thyristors it has become possible to implement this

technique without using auxiliary machines or commuta-

tor machine.

The problem of transferring power between a
/

constant voltage and constant frequency supply line,

and a variable voltage, variable frequency source at

sliprings Can be solved either by providing [8,9]
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1 a 3"PJ3.ase to 3-pliase cycloconvert er

»

or 2 'by a rectifier axi^ a line commutated

invert er

.

In a cycloconvert cr echeme 50 Hz constant voltage

supply IS converted to rotor voltage at slip frequency

The power flow direction is controlled by ad 3 usbing

phase difference (or polarity) betwe^ the rotor

induced voltage and cycloconverter output. Hence it

IS possible to obtain sub-synchronous and also super-

synchronous speeds with the same arrangement.

The second scheme using line commutated

converters is given in Figure 2.1. The converters I

and II are fully controlled bridges. As‘=!Uming 'voltage

drop* across inductor “ 0, output voltage of

Converter II is equal to that of Converter I.

For this scheme, no load slip

V- cos a
g _ _2 (2.1)

cos p

where "" secondary supply voltage/phase

- rotor induced voltage/phase for slip 9^1

a, p - firing angles for Converters I and II

respectively*
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From eqn (2 1), it is olDserved that hy control-

ling filing angles a and p, it is possible to control

the no-load slip of the motor Tne po'^^er flow in both

bhe directions is poesiolc orly when both the converters

are fully controlled type For power flow from rotor to

supply, Converter II should function as rectifier i e.

,

0:< p <%/2t and Converter I as inverter i e ,

it-6 — ic/2, where 6 is commutation angle.

At this stage, it should be pointed cut that

controlling firing angle p for Converter II is not

easy, since no synchronising signal is directly

available from the rotor circuit. In the literature

[8,9] various methods of controlling p are suggested

where elaborate firing circxiits and/or rotating

sensors mounted on the same shaft are used. However,

for Converter I it is easy to control firing angle as

synchronising signal is available from the supply. How,

even if the problem of controlling Converter II is

solved, use of two full controlled converters will

mahe the cost of slip power controller uneconomical.

On the other hand, when Converter II is ^controlled,

i.e. diode bridge, the whole control unit becomes quite

simple and economical. Of course, now it has many

limitaticms, one of them is motormg operation at

synchronous speed xs not possible. However, with this



simple arrangement following 3-mo(?es of control are

possible

i) motoring for l^LSiO

11 ) regenerative braking for S< 0

111 ) dynamic braking for 1> 0, where S is

motor slip.

The dynamic braking requires switching of stator from

ac to dc supply.

2.3 POWER FACTOR IMPROYMEFT

The normally used line commutated converter is

of symmetrically triggered type This has the serious

drawback of poor power factor, particularly when firing

angle is near 90°. When line commutated inverter is

used in the rotor circuit, power fed to the supply has

leading power factor since firing an^e varies between

90° to 180°. Consequently, reactive component drawn

from the supply is lagging. This makes overall power

factor of the slip power recovery scheme poor. For

large capacity drive this decrease in power factor becomes

ob3 actionable, particularly for higher speeds, i.e., when

inverter firing angle is near 90°. The amount of lagging

power drawn from the supply can be reduced considerably

when asymmetrical triggering of thyristors is used. With

asymmetrical triggering converter has two distinct modes
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of operation viz., rectifier/invert er opcraticn

depending on firing angle of the positive half cycle

=!ide thyristors, and free-wheeling operation. Por

inverter operation firing angle of positive side

thyristors is kept close to 180° and duration of

free-wheeling operation is controlled hy varying

firing angle of negative side thyristors between

180° to 360°. Such inverters due to their free-

wheeling mode of operation axe known as through-pass

invert ers.

Miljanic [lO] has suggested a method in which

forced commutation is used for turning-off thyristors

on the negative side of the conveorter. With this

technique the usual limitation on firing angle for

line commutated converter that 5 180-6, is no

longer necessary and firing angle is always kept

beyond 180°. Hence this type of converter draws

leading power from the supply, and help on improving

the overall power factor of the drive. The major

drawback of both the schemes is considerable increase

in distortion of line current waveforms Hence these

techniques were not attempted here.

2.4 Ship POWER EEC OVERT POE SUB-STIOEECaJ OUS MODE

Pigure 2.2 gives the power circuit for sub-

synchroQOus slip power control using thyristor con-

verters. The system consists of a 3-ph.ase diode bridge
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rectifier which operates at slip frequency and feeds

rectified slip povrer through the smoothing inductor

to the line commutated thyristor inverter, which

in rurn, returns the rectified slip power to the ac

power supply. In suh-synchronous range slip is always

positive and the slip power is recovered from the rotor

circuit.

The external resistance across the diode

bridge ensures continuous current flow through the

choke. The absence of resistance will result in

discontinuous conduction and hence a speed increase

at very light loads The smoothing inductor in

dc path IS necessary to maintain continuous conduction

under normal loading conditions, and also to reduce

ripple content in winding and supply side currents

However, the larger values of will have adverse

effect on the dynamic performance of the drive

reasonably high value of R helps in continuous
W

conduction even under very light loads. The design

considerations for the inductor 1^ are given in [12].

A 3-phase transformer is used for inverter ac

supply. The reason for using transformer is discussed

below.

In this scheme, since Ccxaverter II is a diode

bridge, eqn. (2.1) becomes,
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no load slip
V no 5=5 or.

Prom this relation, it is obvious that forV
2 ~ ^

2 *

no load slip could he set between S„ = 0 to S„ = 1,

de)cndmg on the Converter I firing angle a. As a

result inverter side poxrer factor will vary between

zero lagging to unity. A higher value of V
2
will

result in reduced power factor even fon = 1. Hence

proper matching of with reference to B
2
will improve

the average power factor over the given speed control

range. It is obvious from the same relation that for

braking in reverse direction, i.e. for S >1, should

be higher than E
2

*

Prom this discussion, for sub-synchronous

motoring operation transformer is not necessary if

stator/rotor turns ratio is unity However, most of

the slipring motors have stator/rotor turns ratio

greater than unity. Hence, it is necessary to incor-

porate transformer on the rotor side to obtain better

power factor over the given speed contiol range.

2.5 MQDBL DEmOPMMT [10,13]

For slipring motor exact analysis is tedious,

involving the phasor calculations for motor fundamental

and harmonic quantities, and step-by-st^ analysis of
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n onlinearities in the rectifier inverter circuits.

Hoiiover, it has been lound possible to dev ell op a

circuit model from which a (jood prediction can be

made. In the literature [13»14] attempts have been

made to use ac, and also dc equivalent circuit model

for the slip power recovery scheme The ac circuit

model derived is the per-phase equivalent circuit

model, while dc circint model is derived for 3-pliase

system.

However, it is observed that it is difficult

to incorporate the effect of commutation phenomenon,

in the ac circuit model for the following rea'^ons.

It IS not possible to correlate bridge rectifier

terminal voltage drop and phase shift introduced in the

fundamental component of the rotor winding current -

due to commutation overlap - with the equivalent voltage

drop on the ac side and phase shift in the line current

introduced by equivalent impedance Such obvious

discripancy in ac circuit model makes it less accurate

compared to the dc circuit model discussed below.

If for the given firing angle of the Converter I,

smoothing inductor is chosen such that ripple in the

rectified current i^ is negligible the rotor current is

composed of alternating square phase of 2%/3 duration.
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RoLor rms current I
2

ip given by

i2=/(f)ia (2 2)

'here IS the average value ox rhe rt ctified rotor

current

Figure 2 3(a) shows the per-pha^e equi-'^alent

circuit of induction mobor referred to the rotor side*

In developing a dc circuit model, the effect of stator

and rotor winding parameters on the performance of the

dc converters is taken into account. Since, injected

emf IS obtained from step-down transformer, it is

necessary to consider the effect of transformer para-

meters also. The voltage drop across slipring brushes

and diodes cause a reduction in terminal voltage of the

bridge rectifier Similarly voltage drop across

thyristor is also taken into account. The presence

of leakage reactance in the motor windings causes

voltage drop due to commutation overlap. Similarly, on

the inverter side, there is voltage drop due to trans—

fomer leakage reactance.

The system is represented by the dc equivalent

circxat as shown in Figure 2 3(1»)* Rectified output

on slipring side and opposing voltage from inverter are

represented by equivalent dc sources, effect of rrpple

being negligible. The winding resistance and equivalent
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resistence representing voltage drop Jue to coirmutation

shown in series with respec+ive sources Dhe separate

rcpresent'^tion ol l^akago reactance® in the transient

analysi=! of the circuit And the presence of external

components in the equivalent circuit is self-eapianat ory.

The steady state voltage balance equanan for clri e circuit

model IS given by

SE = Vj + T^, + [S(2r^ + + 2r^] Ij

+ + (Ss +

where E - average value of rectified rotor voltage

3Y6

3
^
" rotor voltage per phase in rms at stand-still

(
” total leakage inductance of motor per phase

referred to rotor

- stator resistance per phase referred to

rotor

Tg ~ rotor resistance per phase

(I) - supply frequency

10 — S. u
s

1^ - smoothing inductor

- resistance of 1^

R - external resistance to ensure ccntinuous

c ondit icn
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- equivalent rcosbsncr cf trr.i forri'^r per phase

J. - equivalent inructanc --f trai^sformcr per phase

. .

‘At It t

•^h
= + ^h2

Vi^2,

" '^‘^I'fcago drop across twe numbers of slipring

brushes and two numbers of diodes.

Vb 2
” voltage drop across two numbers of thyristors

3f6
= _V

2 cosSf

= ac side voltage per phase in rms for

Converter I

= firing angle for converter I

= dc current sensing resistance (for closed

loop control only)

In writing voltage balance equation following

simplifications are made.

1. Since Eg (E^ + Eg + 2r^), and also

» (2r3_ + 2r2)

its effect on motor characteristics is not

consid ered.

2. Eor ripple free dc current » commutation voltage

drop for diode bridge is
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It should he noted that this relation is based on the

assunjtion that series resistance on ac side of the bridge

IS negligible compered to the series reactance. Pop

slip power recovery scheme the dude bridge is supplied

by variable frequency source, and for low frequency,

reactance value becomes ccmparable to thob of winding

resistance, and hence above mentioned relation will not

hold good. It has been established by Moltgen [ 15 ] that

this relation will hold good for

3.0

Hence the model developed here holds good ^only for

hi^er values of slip.

In the following section speod-t orque relation,

using this dc equivalent circuit is derived. In deriving

torque current relation, effect of torque produced by

harmonics is ignored. It has been established by [I3]

that effect of harmonic currents on motor torque is

negligibly small

ih'om eqn. (2.3) and equivalent circuit of

Figure 2.3(b), rotor electric power is given by

SPj = (SB - SXji„ I^) I4 - s I| >

where (SE-B X j^_ I^) Is the effective dc voltage
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available in the rotor circuit. While is

on y reduction in voltage due to comn itation and it

docs not account for poorer lo«3s in the rotor circuit.

Therefore, Toroue in syncl ron^us uatts,

P2 = C® - (2.4)

where is given by eqn. (2.3)» The power fedback

to the supply is given by

^"^d ^ t ^d^ ^d

2.6 SUP POWER CONTROllBR - CONTROL SCHEME

The power circuit is given in Eigure 2.2. The

Converter II is a 3-phase diode bridge and Converter I

IS a fully controlled thyristor bridge. A step-down

transformer is used for converter I ac supply.- The

controller is fabricated for 3~HP, slipring motor.

The machine details are given in Appendix A.

The smoothing induct or

« 50 mH with ~ obms

and external resistance R_ = 250 ohms were connected

in the dc path of the rotor circuit Both of these

components help in maintaining continuous conduction

and inverter operation over a wide range of load

variations.
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Obtaining synchrOiiD sing signal for tlie Converter I

was not a problem. Poi '^r transformer secondary output

was used to derive synchronising sijnals for this

three phase converter.

2.7 PIRIFO CCUTROL CIRCUITS

A conventional cosine comparator scheme which

gives linear relationship between average output voltage

and input signal was used for generating pulses [16]«

Pigure 2.4 gives the waveforms for synchronising signal,

con^arator output, and firing pulse which is the output

of a monostable circuit. A firing pulse of 5*0 mS

width IS provided to take caxe of highly inductive and/

or back emf t 3^e of load.s This scheme gives firing

an^e variation from 6^ = 0 to m. However, for line

commutated converter it is necessary that

5. tc-6 ’

where 6 is commutation overlap an^e + thyristor turn-

off period.

Secondly, as this controller is designed only

for sub-synchronous operation of motor, the additional

restriction on firing angle, i.e. ^ ^/2 is req^uired*

Por ± %/2 there will be short circuit across the diode

bridge terminals. Prom the dc circuit analysis given in

the previous section it is clear that due to voltage drops
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across slipring brushes, diodes and tn^ristors, even

for
^
= 0,’no load* slip will not be zero. If these

voltage drops are compensated by making = -v^, no

load slip will become zero.

Taking into account these consici orations a

clamping circuit is incorporated in the control circuit

which limits e^ such that

I
- <J< 6^

< tc-6

where

It

A block diagram of firing scheme for one of the

phases is given in Figure 2 5(a)* A low-pass filter

between synchronising voltage and comparator is required

to eliminate higher order harmonics For 5-phase circuit

it IS convenient to adjust the phase shift of this falter

to 60° at 50 Hz, and remaining 50° phase shift required

for cosine comparator scheme is obtained by ^/T connec-

tions of ssmehr onising transformers It has been observed

that 60° phase shift filter eliminates frequencies higher

than 100 Hz. This arrangement prevents the false triggering

of thyristors due to distortions noise in the supply voltage

Waveform, The control signal e^ determines the firing

angle And monostable gives 50 mS width pulse at the

desired firing angle.
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A fflodiolated carrier frequency (5 ICHz ) is used to

trigger the thyristors This provides i<=!ol8tiQn hetv’-een

control circuits end get c-cathode termiiic-ls of thyristors,

at the same time it is possible io apply maintained gate

signal [16]

A precision bridge limiter is used to ensure that

inverter firing angle is within limits. The overall

transfer characteristics of the converter with firing

and clamping circuits is given in Figure 2.5(b). The

composite transfer characteristic of converter, firing

and clamping circuits gives

e
1

where

dm d
ex=0

and = incremental gam of the converter.

2.8 CIOSHD LOOP SPEED COETROl

In many industrial applications, speed regulation

given by open loop slip power control (see Figure 2.10)

IS undesirable. In such cases it becomes necessary to

go for closed loop speed control. The chsed loop speed

control scheme with current feedback is d'uscussed below.

2.®.1 System Descriptions

Figure 2.6 gives a block diagram of the complete

speed control system, A diode bridge on rotor side and
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a full controlled "bridge on the J-phase supply side

are connected as shown in the diagram, A smoothing

inductor, and resist'ince across diode "bridge are

connected in the dc path, A permanent magnet tacho-

generator mounted on the same shaft is used to o'btain

speed feed'back signal. The rotor current is sensed by

connecting a small resistance on the dc circuit. The

converter voltage is controlled by varying e^, the

output of current controller. An eddy-current brake

connected to the shaft (not shown in the diagram) is

used as load. The motor details and its equivalent

circuit are given in Appendix A and Figure 2.9

respectively.

A simple arrangement of proportional speed

control with current limit will also give improved

speed regiiLation with protection against excessive

currents during starting and under over-load condi-

tions . However, the scheme shown in the block diagram

uses a PI controller The PI i.e., proportional plus

integral controller gives zero steady state error due

to integrating effect of the controller and proportional

part of the gam helps in improving the transient

response. The speed controller output which is used as

reference for current loop, has adjustable saturation

level.
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There is a second PI controller for current

control loop. The output of this PI controller is

given to the limiter circuit followed hy firing circuits.

The function of this limiter circuit, as discussed

earlier (section 2 7), is to mamtaiii firing angle within

permissible limits for the satisfactory operation of the

converter. During starting and under over-load condition,

output of speed controller saturates and limits rotor

current to a preset value. The starting current and

hence starting torque can he seb hy adjusting the

saturation level of speed controller outpiit Moreover,

this arrangement of providing inner current control loop

maintains constant current against supply voltage distur-

bances, and provides fast response compared to current

limit arrangement [17,18].

2.9 SPEED CONTROLLER

A permanent magnet dc tacho-generator is used to

obtain a speed feedback signal. There could be a cheaper

arrangement of disc with holes on the circumference

mounted on the same shaft with a magnetic or photo

pick-up, giving a train of pulses. The frequency of

these pulses is proportional to the shaft speed. However,

tacho-generator arrangement was preferred because its

output IS dc with ripple of very small amplitude. The

tacho-generator used in this set-up has a ripple of 50 Hz
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at about 750 rpm, the reason being the presence of

comijiutator segments in dc machine. To i educe the effect

of this ripple a first order filter i^ u^ed in the

feedback path. The filter cut-off frequency is kept

half of the ripple frequency corre^ip ending to the

lowest operating speed say» 500 rpm. A potential

divider arrangement is used to make feedback voltage

levels compatible with the available reference voltage

levels. This gives 6.0 y (approx ) at 1500 rpm, and

corresponding transfer function for speed feedback

path IS

0.0386

1+s T
g

where T_ ~ filter time constant
g

= 62 mS.

Figure 2.7 gives the circuit diagram of speed controlle:p.

It IS essential that output of speed controller should be

unidirectional and with well defined saturation level.

Besides this, to make current limit adnustable, it is

desirable to make this saturation level rather than the

feedback factor adjustable This is achieved by using

a precision 1/2 bridge limiter with adjustable limiting

level. Output of this limiter is the reference for the

current control loop.
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A PI controller is used to oTatain zero steady-

state error in the speed control loop Design procedure

IS more or less same as current controller (see Pec

The transfer function of PI control] er is given hy

G
03 c

9

where

gain of limiter

^2f ^c2

The procedure of determining kg and T^g is given in

Chapter 3 .

In ideal case PI controller is supposed to give

zero steady state error. However, becau^se of OP-AMP

bias current and leakage resistance of capacitors

there is non-zero steady state error (regulaticai 0,5

percent). Moreover, it is very difficult to obtain

stable dc level as reference source Use of Pll

(phase locked loop) will overcome these drawbacks of

PI controller. Here the reference so-urce is a tram

of pulses with constant frequency. The scheme of

comparing reference frequency with feedback frequency

and giving the d.c level proportional to phase

difference as output works as an integrator m the for-

ward path. Hence this scheme gives absolutely zero

steady-state error. Moreover, it is easy to obtain a
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highly stable frequency source. However, in the present

scheme the conventional PI controller is used since a

regulation of about O .5 percent is not objectionable.

2.10 CURRMT COFTHOLIER

A Hall-effect transducer or dc current transformer

can be used on the dc side of the rotor circuit to sample

the rotor current I^. Since the rotor circuit is iso-

lated, there was no need of having a transducer which

must provide isolation between the power circuit and

the control circuit. The common cathode terminal of

the Converter I is connected to control circuit common

(ground) point, and a resistance of 0 25 ohm is connected

between ground, and negative terminal of the bridge

rectifier The voltage across this resistance is pro-

portional to the instantaneous current in the rotor

circuit. It was observed that the ripple amplitude of

rotor current, under li^t load condition with firing

angle near 90°, is considerably high. In order to

reduce the effect of this ripple component a first order

filter ia used in the feedback path. The steady-state

current feedback is adjusted such that feedback signal

level IS comparable to that of reference signal for

current loop. The procedure for determining filter

time constant is discussed in Chapter 5* This

arrangement gives, current feedback factor
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- 1+s^T
s

where T is filter tune const anr,
o

The circuit diagram of current cortrollcr is

given in Pigure 2.8. A bridge tsrpe limiter is u<=!ed

between a PI controller and firing circuits. The limiter

function IS discussed in Section 2.7.

The PI controller is used to give zero steady

state error. A reference signal e for current controller

IS obtained from the output of speed controller. The

speed controller output has adjustable saturation level.

The voltage across R . after filtering out ripple, is

used as current feedback signal During starting

output of speed controller will saturate because of

large error in the speed feedback loop, and this limits

the starting currait and hence motor torque to the

preset value. Under overload condition also similar

action takes place.

The current control loop provides fast response

against ’supply voltage disturbances or parameter varia-

tions in the current loop, A simple current limit

arrangement will not respond that fast, because under

normal load conditions only speed feedback is effective,

and the mechanical time constant has its effect on the

system response [19].
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Though an integrator tends to slow cl oWn the

response, adjustment of the transfer fimccion zero and j-"”

gain of the controller can give reasonahly fast

response. The trau-sfer fmction of cmrent control] er

IS given by

kj^(l H- 8

s

where

and

gain of limiter

^fl'^cl

The design procedure for this controller is discussed

in Chapter

2,11 EXPERIMENTA1 INVESTIGATIONS

A 5 HP slipring induction motor was used for

experimental investigations. The values of power circuit

components are given in Figure 2 2. The details of the

motor are given in Appendix A, Figure 2,9 gives the

per phase equivalent circuit of motor referred to

rotor.

The loading arrangement constitutes a separately

excited dc generator and eddy-current brake. These

machines are directly coupled to the motor shaft. A

permanent magnet tacho-generat or is used to provide

speed feedback. A resistance ccainected in the do
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path of the rotor circuit is used to oTotam rotor

current feedback signal.

Figures 2 10 and 2 11 give the open loop speed

versus torque and speed versus ci^rrent charact eri'^t'’ cs

respectively. The computed charact eristics , based on

the dc circuit model given in Section 2.5 » are also

given for the sake of comparison. Tne steady state

speed torque characteristics with closed loop system

are found to be almost flat for various set speeds and

currents. The transient response of the drive is given

in Chapter

2.12 CONCIUSIOU

The slip power recovery scheme overcomes the

inherent disadvantages at low-speed operation with

variable stator voltage or variable rotor resistance

control methods. The recovered rotor power causes

overall reduction in the motor power factor# However,

alternative arrangements giving improved power factor,

give higher distortion factor.

Open loop speed torque characteristics are

similar to that of dc shunt motor. Sub-synchronous

slip power control is simple and economical compared

to eqtiivalent dc motor control. Excellent drive

characteristics can be obtained with closed loop

control.



COMPUTED

EXPERIMENTAL



EXPERIMENTAL



CHAPTER 5

THE TRiirSIEITT RESPONSE OF SLIP POWER

RECOVERY SCHEME

;.l INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a dynajnic model for slip power

recovery is developed. The speed-torque characteristics

of slip power recovery controller is similar to that of

dc shunt motor over a wide range of operation (see Sec. 2.5)*

Hence it is possible to derive a transfer function which

holds good over a wide range of speed and torque*

A block diagram is developed for the motor from

which transfer functicaas are derived to predict the

transient response of the drive. It has been shown that

these transfer functions can be used for designing the

various feedback loops.

However, it should be noted that sub-synchronous

slip power recovery scheme given in Chapter 2 does not

have the provision to provide braking torque for sub-

synchronous range of operation, unless dynamic braking

IS used. Since dynamic braking requires switching of

stator from ac to dc supply [lOj, it was not implemen-

ted*
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Por this scheme, when negative step input of

small amplitude is applied in order to reduce motor

speed, inverter voltage increases, rotor current drops,

and motor declerates to new steady state speed. How-

ever, if the negative step signal is large enough to

make increased voltage of inverter greater than the

no-load voltage output of rectifier, rotor current

drops to zero very rapidly. Hence motor is not able

to provide "braking torque and motor decelerates depen-

ding on the mechanical load and time constant of the

set-up. Obviously, during this period, linear transfer

functions developed here will not be valid.

With closed loop control such situation can arise

even when positive step input is applied as speed or

current reference, if system response is highly oscilla-

tory.

3.2 DlVEIiOHMMT OP SMALL f?I(3-HAL MODEL

The complete transient analysis of conventional

induction motor is quite difficult. The presence of

bridge rectifier and inverter makes it all the more

difficult. Therefore it is not possible to derive

analytically a transfer ftinction that will be valid

under all conditions. However^ transfer functions that
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functions that will le valid over a sub-synchronous

motoring range of operation may be derived under

certain simplifying assumptions [20].

The following simplifying assurapt'^ on is made

in the dc circuit model given in Section 2.5*

The voltage drop across stator impedance and

voltage loss due to commutation is negligible. With

this assumption the torque developed by motor under

steady state becomes

From this eqtiation, torque is the linear function of

This will hold good only when motor is not heavily

loaded. The open loop speed torque and speed current

characteristics given in Figures 2.10 and 2.UL, respec-

tively indicate the linear behaviour, at least, upto

10.0 jfimps of rotor current I^. This establishes that

the above mentioned assumption and eqn.(3.1) are valid

under normal loading conditions.

The transfer ilpfoharact eristics of the inverter

with control circuit is given by

^dm
- ky e^» from Figure 2.5(b)
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where

^dm “ e^=0

“ ^J3.cr omen'bal gam of fhe convpr'ber

Since voltage drops due to coInIi'lut'^tlon of the converters

and stator impedance are neglected

T
S E -

a “ R (under steady state)

where

R = total resistance in the rotor circuit

S = motor slip.

Therefore,

^ S E + k A e
_

, (under steady state) (5.2)

where AI^, A S and Ae^ are incremental changes in

S and e^ respectively. Since

"s-“
S

“s

where w- motor speed.

Therefore,

Ltd

s
0)
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Substituting this in eqn.(3 2) gives

A Ij = (k„ - A e. Aa))/il (under steady state)a r 1

(3.3)

i^OW,

AT =— AI,, (from can. (3 1))
cog a

where A T is incrcmoital change in motor torque If

the perturbation in load torque is ATj^ = 0, the

perturbation m motor speed is given by

Am =
B. A I.

(I) s

(under steady-state)

(3*4)

where

f - coefficient of linear (viscous) fricticaa

of load.

Substituting the value of AI^ from eqn.(5.2) gives

B
Am = ^ f-R^^r ^®i

” ^

s s

From equations (3.3)» (3 4) and (3.5)» under steady-

state

B
i^^/6

(3*6)
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where

“I
f R

represents the effect of internal speed feedhacic.

3.3 BLOCK BIA&RAM AKD PBICTIQKS

Before developing a hlock diagrsjn the presr-.ee

and effect of varioiis time cesnstents in the system will

he disciissed.

3 . 3.1 Converter Time Constant [15»21]

In a line commutated convertor, although the

average voltage is proportional to e^, the triggering

of thyristors is not instantaneously corrected. There

IS certain delay in the actual change in the average

voltage and change in the control signal. Hence, this

system should he treated as sampled data system. The

triggering of thyristor corresponds to sampling of e^.

The amplitude of e^ at that instant determines the

corresponding average voltage. And converter does not

respond to any changes in e^ till the next firing pulse.

This corresponds to zero-order hold arrangement. Analysis

can he simplified hy considering it as simple first-

order system with a time constant, T = ’tr./2. Where

t IS the interval between two consecutive firing
ir

pulses. Por 3-phase, 50 Hz, full controlled converter,

T- = 1*66 mS. This gives

-k A e (s)
A V,j<s) =

' i+s
‘

where s — Laplace operator.

(5.7)
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3 3*2 DC Circuit 'T’lmc Ccnp+put

The inductor is car ected in the rotor circuit

mainly to reduce the hea'^ing of rotOi-* fundings ‘=nd also

to give contii uous conduction oper tion oT Jme commuta-

ted converter. This smoothing inductor eleng mth

winding leahsge reactances of motor and •'ransformer

introduces a single time constant in the dc circuit of

this scheme. This time constant is expressed as

(refer ihgure 2.3)»

^(^1 ^ ^t

E^+Rg+2r2+2r^ + S 2tj
^

where effect of ’R ’ is neglected. Since

(Rd + Rg + 2r2 + 2r^) »S 2r3_

D + 2(^n+ + 2^jl
m 1-i Z 1 (3.8)

R^ + Rg + 2r2 + 2ri

This simplified expression of time constant is indepen-

dent of motor slip at the operating point

The converter time constant T comes into
C

picture only when we ere considering the change m
e^. However, dc circuit time constant T^ is to he

considered for changes in w and also m e^» Considering

the»se time constants equations (3- 3) and (3»4) could

he rewritten as
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ky/R

(l+sT^)(l+sT^)

(3 9)

Considering the perturbations in speed and torque

A T -A T
Aw = —

J

f(l+s T^)

where = J/f - mechanical time constant of load

and motor,

J - moment of inertia of load and motor.

If At^ = 0

A<«)(s)
(V Wg) Al^(s)

f(l+s
( 3 .10 )

Block diagram corresponding to equations (3.9) and (3.10)

IS given in Figure 3.1.

3.4 DERIYATIOl OF A l^(s )/ A e^(s ) ABD Aw(s)/ Ae^(s):

From the block diagram of Figure 3*1

_
(k^/R)(l + s I^)

^ ®i
^

"(l+s.T^)[(l+sI^)(l+sT^)+k^g

where k^-j^ = B^/( f R)

(k^/R)(l-hs T^)

(3.11)
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The roots of

d m d T1

are given, by

Si 2
= “ + h'^ ±^l.Jik + I

)^ -

-d ’m ^ d -^m ^d^m

Let, Tt = - ~ and T. = - ~.

( 3 . 12 )

Substituting this in eqn.(3.11) gives

, , , ,

[(VE)/(l+k^^)](lH-sT^)
Q'n (

® ^"
TT o* ( ^ /

— “'' "“" ••' •*

°
'-^^i (1+ sTi)(1+sT2)(1+sTq)

(5.13)

j-“-(s) = Xe^( ® Llock diagram ,

X X iS in

Prom eqn. (3.12)»

^®i (1+sTi)(1+sT2)(1+sTq)

Effect of A Tj^.

Prom the block diagram if T^ ^ 0,

4<a ,
{i/t)(i + 5 Ta>

“ {l+sT3)(l«\)+kg^

( X4-sT^^)[ 1/f (l-ri£g|^)] (3.15)
" (1+sTi)(1+sT2)(1+sTq)
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Equ-^tions ( 3 •13)“( 3 *15 ) are the transfer fimcoions for

the perturhations aroun.(? bhe given operating point.

From the block diagram devclO''©5 he'^e, the

following sbetemeii+s co^lld hr made

i) It IS the internal feedback facl or that tends

to make current response oscillatory

11 ) If kg^\<-< 1, and ^2 “ with this

approximation

Ih
A e.

'(s

)

and

(1+s T^j)(l+s Tq)
(3.16)

1/f

(1 +a
(3.17)

3.5 THAlfSFFR FULTCIMS ~ OlOSED LOOP SYSTM

The open loop transfer functions and a block

diagram are given in the previous section. To study the
\

transient response of closed loop system around the given

operating point, the same transfer functions can be used.

The closed loop control scheme for sub-synchronous slip

power recovery, complete with speed and ci’rrent feedback,

IS given in Figure 2,6. In this section block diagrams,

and transfer functions for the same scheme will be

developed. Subsequent sections give the design of

various blocks of th.e closed loop controllex.
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3 5*1 Current Control Loop

In the linear analysis of current control loop

it IS assumed that

i) The limiter in the currrrit loop i® opera+uxg in

the linear node.

ii) The limiter in +he speed control loop is in txie

saturated mode. This makes speed feedback ineffec-

tive.

Figiire 3 2 gives the block diagram of current

loop. The PI controller transfer function is

kj^Cs + T 3^)
(J /g) = ^
cc' ^ s

where.

"^cl
”

^cl ^cl

£ - gain of limiter
^

“oi Rfi

A first order filter is incorporated in the current

feedback path. This is necessary to reduce the effect of

current ripples on the average current feedback signal.

The transfer function of current feedback path is given

by

Hot") =
o

where T„ is the filter time constant,
s
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This gives loop gain

° ° s(1+sT^)(1+sT3_)(1+sT2)(1 + s Tg)

(3.18)

If some of the time constents from this expres'^ion

could he Ignored in favour of the dominating time

constants, derivation of loop gain for speed control

loop will become very easy.

Now, from eqn.(5.l2) T
2_

and Tg are functions

of hg-jj, and T^j^. For the slip power recovery scheme,

normally ^ This gives

^1* ^m * from eqn.(3»l2)

Secondly, T_, being current sensing circuit time
O

constant, is kept as small as possible (refer to

Secticaa 3.8), and T^ is 3 phase converter time
o

constant. This makes T^ and T^ negligible compared

to T^^ or Tg. The validity of these assumptions is

shown in Section 5.8. ¥ith these assumptions

®oo

[fcl
(3.19)

s(l + S T
2

)

The closed loop transfer function for current loop,

IS given by
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where Ae^ is input to the current control loop.^

Prom eqn. (3*19)

s(l+8l2)+Ckj^(l!:j,/H)E^/(l+kg^)](l+ST^j^)

(1/H„)(1 + s

(1+8T^)(1 + sl^)
(3‘20)

where -1/T^, arid -l/T-^ are the roots of equation

,a, .1
,

®cn
,

. 0

3*5*2 Speed Control loop:

Iflaile analyzing the behaviour of speed control

loop, it is assumed that both the limiters are

operating in the linear mode.

The speed control loop block diagram given m
Figure 3*3 incorporates the approximate transfer

function given by eqn.(3*20). In the block diagram

k
2
(l + s T

a (s) a -s
Wc'- s

IS PI controller transfer function. Where
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^c2
~ ^c2 ^c2

and
^c2 %2

The transfer function in speed feedback path is

H,

HJs) = 0)

1 + s Te

where is steady state feedback factor and T^ is

filter time constant. A first order filter in the

speed feedback path was necessary to reduce the

effect of ripples in the tacho-generator output, Prom

Figure 3»5» loop gain

= wf;) (tI^)

[kgB/M
3

f H„](l + s + s

S(1 + s T^)(l + B T„)(l + S T„)
(5.21)

3.6 DBTBEMIUAriOH OP QPBRATIlir& POUT

The open loop speed-torque and speed

characteristics given in Figures 2.10 and 2»11 respec-

tively indicate that these characteristics are definitely

linear for rotor current I^<. 10.0 A» This establishes

that the eqn,(3.l) is valid in this regicn. Hence the

various transfer functions and block diagrams are also

valid for any operating point on this range.
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For studying tran‘=*ient response experimentally

>

the following operating point was selected.

Motor speed

Corresponding slip

Rotor current in dc path I
do

Converter firing angle efo

= 9C0 rpm

= 0.4

=41 Amps

= 103 5^

The controller power circuit and rotor circuit

parameters are given in Figures 2.2 and 2*3 respectively.

The machine parameters and load characteristics are given

in Appendix A. This infoimation is used to deteimine

the open loop transfer functions of the drive.

3*1 TRANSFER FTMCTIOR lyAXUATICM - GBM LOOP

From Figure 2 3» +*otal resistance in the

rotor circuit

,

R = 2r2 + r^ + 2r^ + Rg

= 2*88 ohms.

Total inductance in the rotor circuit*

,

I. = + 2( ^
2 ) +

- 61 mH.

This gives dc circuit time constant

T^ = li/R =21,8 mS
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and converter time constant is given by

= 1*66 mS > from Section 331

5he field current of loading generator 'as ad^u^bed

such that

f = 4.0 watts-sec^«

The motor and load moment of inertia is

J = 1.75 £g-m^.

Prom these value of J and f, mechanical time constant

of the set up is

f 437.5 mS.

For line commutated converter

"d = \m - K
where -k^ is incremental gam of the converter, depends

on the amplitude of “ synchrcaaismg signal

converter supply voltage V
2

and input resistances

connected to the comparator. For
©gyjig

- 5.0

Vo = 180 V„_^, input resistances are adjusted such

that

kj, — 48. 6*
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Consequently,

k^/R = 16.88.

Since,

w
g
= 2% X 50 = 157 rad/sec ,

and B = 190 V for the stator supply of 400 Volts

line-to-line.

(5.23)
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Similarly, from eqn,

(

3 .14 )

0.222(1+8 Tj)

^
-^L

(
1+s T

3_)(
1+s T^)

where

= 385 mS , 21. 52 mS ,

^ 457.5 mS, = 1.66 mS, aM

0?^ - 21.18 mS.

(3.24)

5-8 TRANSFER PmOTICE EVAXUATlOir -CIOSED LOOP

In the previous section open loop transfer

functions of the drive are given with numerical values

of various parameters. These transfer functions depend

on motor and load parameters, and the only design para-

meter IS the converter gam k^. The converter firmg

circuit IS designed such that output voltage swings from

maximum to zero for 0—5*07 variation of e^.

design of closed loop controller

requires the determination of gain and time constan+s

of PI controllers and filters used in the feedback path.

The transfer function of the first order filter

used in the current feedback path is

where T.,
s

0.15
1+ s Ts

8.32 mS.
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The steady state feedback factor of 0,15V/jijnp is chosen

to keep feedback vroltag*^ level comparable to that of

reference voltage to currert control loop The filter

time constant T^ is kept Irrge enough to reduce ripple

amplitude and small enough to keep cut-off frcaucncy

1/Tg greater than the cut-off frequency I/T
2

of

(refer Figure 3*4).

The transfer function of PI controller in this

loop IS

s

where T^j^ = 108 mS, and

= 9*26» includes the gain of a limiter.

Nonnally, PI controller ’zero’ i.e,, l/T^j^ for current

controller is chosen small enough such that system phase

shift IS not affected near the gain cross-over point[l9[l«‘

At the same time it should not be very small* such that

system response becomes sluggish. In this case PI

controller gam is Gho<^en to keep phase margin of

at least 45°. With the help of Hicols chart it was

observed that maximum rotor current overshoot is

approximately 0.1 db. This ensures that system response

IS not highly oscillatory. The Bode plots* of G-^(s) and

^cc
given in Figure 3«4. Since T^ from
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Section 3»7 j cut-off frequencies at l/T^ and 1/Tjj^

are not indicated in the Boae plots. Similsi’ly eqn (3*2l)

IS rewritten as

“XT “ 14.98/[(1+sT2)(1+sT^)]

Consequently, loop gam

20.8(1 + s T_t )

c cc c' ’

(3 25)

(3.26)
s(l+s TgXl + s T^)(l + s Tg)

The Bode plot of loop gam is also given in Figure 3*4.

The closed loop transfer function of current

loop IS given hy

* A Id
, ®cc^®^

^P.(s) =a“ (s) = 1 + G. H^(s)A e. c cc c’

Smee Tg and T^ are very small compared to Tg or

they are ignored while calculatiUo the transfer function

G*(s). With this simplification, from eqn.(5.20),

*, ,
6.66{l+sT2l)

= (3.27)
(1 + s T^)(l + s

Where and "1/1-^ are the roots of equation

s^ + + 20.8 !I?cq)s + = G,
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This gives

T = 149.3 mS
cL

and

T^ = 6.87 mS.

Speed Control Loop.

The simplified transfer function Gq(s) of current

loop will he used for designing the speed control loop.

This loop has PI ccaatroUer with transfer fmction

4.(.i -
( 3. 28 )

where

T^2 *= Q*25 mS

and kg « 35*5 includes the gam of a limit er.

The design procedure for kg and T^g similar to

that of current control loop. And the speed feedback

transfer function is

HJs) = 0.0386/(1 + s Tg)

where

T = 62 mS.
O

The design procedure for H^(s) xs given in Section 2.8.

The transfer function

s^
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Consequently, loop gam

35.5(l+sT^p) 6.66(l+sT . )

i
—^ TT^i;yci%)

P_.3Q3 0,0586
(i+slj (i+sTg) (3.30)

Expressmg for the sake of convenience, loop gam

s A(s). B(s)

where

A(s)

and

B(s)

2,0(1 + s

(l+sT^)(l+sT^) (1+sTjj^) (1+sTg)
(3.31)

33.5 X 0.0386(1 + s f^p)

s
(3.32)

Figure 3.5 gives Bode plots of A(s), B(s) and A(s).B(s).

Prom Bode plots it is observed that the cut-off frequency,

l/Tg of H^(s) IS greater than the gam cross-over frequency

of the system. This ensures that it does not affect system

performance* The loop gam plot indicates that the system

has phase margm of 55° at the gain of cross-over frequency

of 5.4 rad /sec. ¥ith the help of Nicols chart it was

observed that the system is stable and response is not

highly oscillatory.

3.9 EXPERIMENTAL IinrESTICATlQNS

The loading and testing arrangem^t for the djp-ve

IS Same as given in Section 2,9* Details of JadV-otion ^

I

A.
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Motor are given in Appendix A. The steady state charac-

teristics are given in Jhgures 2tl0 and 2.11,

The initial condition of the drive is kept same

as the operating point given in Section 3»6. And a step

input IS applied to the controller at different input

points to obtain transient respons'' of the speed and

rotor current* The response is recorded on the strip-

chart recorder.

The open loop speed and current responses for

+1.0Y change in control signal are given m Figure 5-6*

Similarly Figure 3*7 gives the closed loop

transient response with current feedback only. The

step change in the current loop reference signal is

A Cc * +0, 5V*

The transient response with speed and curr^t

feedbacks are given in Figure 3*8« The step change in

the speed loop reference signal is Ae^=

Since the controller does not have the provision

to provide braking torque during retardation, only

positive st^ inputs are applied as test signals*

3,10 DIOITAl COMP'DTFR FROGBAM

After labelling the appropriate current,- speed -

and c<aitroiler output? voltages as staf®

if
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Alj

-

Amps.

81
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Figures 3*1» 3*2 and 3*3)

t

transfer functions for open

and closed loop controller are written in state variable

form as given below.

Iict = Au)

= A la

H
= average current feedback signal

Xij = current controller output = Ae^^

Xg » speed feedback signal

Xr^ = speed controller output = Ae^

Ae^^s speed control loop reference signal.

The system equations are

% E is- -
i-tj,

- Xl (3.33)dt
—m-—

d
^2

^5 -
B

1
1

r

(3.34)

d T
dt ^3 to

d
dt ^4

l5i
( 3 . 36 )

d
X5 = - I4) - ^1 "^cl ^ (3.37)

4-
^t ^6

H„ir
f
g

li
( 3. 38>
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^ = ^6 < 5 . 39 )

The Riange—Eutta fourth order approximation method was

used to solve these equations simultaneously.

Using this program the small sigaal response

for motor speed and rotor current is obtained for the

following cases:

i) open loop

11 ) closed loop with current feedback only

111 ) closed loop with speed and ctii^ent feedback.

The first three equations are used to study the dynamic

response of the open loop drive. Where = A is input

to the controller. Similarly, equations (3*33) - (3*37)

are used for studying the system respcaase when only

current feedback is effective. In this case Xrj » A

IS input to the system. Por studying the response when

both the feedbacks are effective, equations (3*33) ~

(3*39) are used and A e^^ is input to controller.

The trahsiQit response is computed for the same

operating point around which transfer functions are

computed in the previous sections* The initial values

of the system variables are assumed to be zero as the
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system is m steady state before the disturbance. The

same program can be used to compute transient response for

load perturbations.

Comparison of computed and experimentally obtained

transient response is given in Figures 3.6» 3 7 and 3.8.

3.11 cotirciusiQisrs

For small perturbations of input signals around

a given operating point, the small signal model developed

gives good accuracy* The same model is useful m design-

ing a closed loop controller with predictable perforciance.

This model holds good over a wide range of speed

and torque. The controller characteristics imposes a

limitation due to which this model does not hold good

during motor retardation,

A slipring motor with closed loop control can be

used in many industrial applications where precise speed

control IS required. This drive is economical compared to

dc motor or variable frequency induction motor drive.



CHAPTER 4

CHQPPIR C®TROLLED '^SLIPRING INDUCTION MOTOR

4.1 INTRODUCTION

At a given speed, torque developed by induction

motor can be varied by changing the effective rotor

resistance. This technique is commonly used for starting

the sliprmg motor. When this method is applied for

speed control of sliprmg motor its major drawback, like

stator voltage control, is poor efficiency at low speed.

Therefore, this method is used for low or medium power

drives only. The advantages of this scheme over stator

voltage control are

i) wide range speed control is possible,

irrespective of the load speed torque

characteristics, and

11 ) pullout torque is independent of rotor

resistance (refer Eigure 4.1).

Conventionally, external resistance c<M3nectcd in

the rotor circuit is controlled manually m descrete

steps. Using power semiconductors, the conventional

resistance control can be eliminated by using 5-phase

rectifier bridge and chopper controlled external

!Ph6 sxin.pl 6 of
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cliopper m the rotor circmt cause highly distorted

waveforms of rotor winding currents. filter circuit

between 3~phase rectifier and chopper is incorporated to

obtain ripple free rectified rotor current.

The other alt ematives of controlling effective

rotor resistance are i) short circuiting rotor circuit

through phase controlled thyristors [23»24] or ii) using

controlled bridge rectifier with external R-l load on

dc side [22]. Since both of these circuits operate on

variable frequency source from sliprings, the wide range

phase angle control requires elaborate firing circuits

and/or rotating transducer mounted on the motor shaft[8].

The chopper control scheme is simple and econo-

mical for small and medium power sliprmg motor. The

drawback of open-loop control with rotor resistance

control scheme is its poor regulation. Sliprmg

induction motor may now be applied in closed loop

regulated drives with a degree of precision fully

acceptable in many cases, by the use of fast response

thyristor chopper controllers. A one percent regulation

for a wound rotor motor by usmg feedback and chopper

IS easy. A 0 . 5 percent regulation is practical. But

achieving better regulation requires close examination

and consideration of many drive parameters. The
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design of chopper controlled sliprmg motor drive -

usmg filter on the rotor side - complete with closed

loop speed control and inner current cortrol loop is

given m this chapter.

4 . 2 BASIC CHOPPER CIRCUIT

Eigure 4.2 gives a basic chopper circuit. A

chopper is a power switch electronically monitored by a

control circuit. When the chopper is m the ON mode all

the time the equivalent external resistance R.^ in the

rotor circuit is R-j^« When the chopper is in the Off mode

all the time equivalent external resistance R^^^ in the

rotor circuit is (R^^ + R
2
). The speed torque characteris-

tics corresponding to R^^^ = R.j_ and R^^ « (R;j^ + Rg) are

given in Pigure 4.1* If the chopper is periodically

regulated so that, in each chopper period, it is ON for

some time but is OFF for the rest, it is possible to

Obtarn variation of R^^^ between R^^ and (Rj^ + R
2
)» Thus

the chopper electronically alters the external resistance

Rg, and hence correspondmg speed torque characteristic

of motor IS varied in a continuous and contactless manner

[ 25 }. The waveform of rectified current and voltage

across switch for this simple qhopper arrangement are

also given in Figure 4»2* Effect of ripple in the bridge

output on current wavefoim is neglected^
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PIG. 4.1 SPEED-TORGUE CHAR^TEraSTlGS FOR

ROTOR RESISTANCE CCWTROi



t

POWER SWITCH
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In this arrangement no external inductor is used.

Only inductance in the circuit is the rotor leakage

reactance. This offers very small time constants during

ON and OFF periods. Due to this, current reaches to

steady state during CM and OFF periods. ^2 should he

chosen as large as possible to ohtam lower speeds.

However, this will increase the voltage spike across

the switch, which will require a thyristor with exces-

sively hi^ voltage.

Using such a simple chopper circuit for control-

ling the average value of resistance (rotor current)

introduces the additional problems such as discontinuity

in the rotor winding currents, and voltage spikes across

the chopper thyristor. Highly distorted waveforms of

currents within the rotor cause excessive heating of the

windings. This reqrares considerable derating of the

motor capacity* To certain extent this heating can be

reduced if chopping frequency is much lower than the

supply frequency. However, chopping at such low frequency

may cause fluctuations in the motor speed for low inertia

loads.

Increasing ihe chopper frequency will certainly

give speed output without any fluctuations* But this

will increase the amplitude of current harmonics and

hence, heating of the motor. This problem Can be taken

care of by introducing a filter iu the rotor circuit

< t
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as shown in ihgures 4.3 or 4.4* With a filter in the

rotor circuit current waveforms can be made continuous

and ripple in d.c. current can be reduced to a very small

value by selecting the appropriate chopper frequency and

corresponding parameters of the filter circmt. This

improvement permits application of motors with a derating

factor of almost 90 percent [26]*

Figure 4.3(a) gives a chopper circtiit with Ii-R

filter. The current and voltage waveforms are also

given in the same figure.

In the next section it will be shown that to

reduce the ripple in the d.c. current it is necessary

that

and

t

where

- time constant during (M. period

- time constant during OFF period

and 1 IS chopper frequency.
f

This restricts Jig ^ small value resulting w
not so wide variation and in the speed>-tor/que ohafap7

teristics. This pro^Nc tairon of.

2nd c^er filter ^



^4

(a) CHOPPER WITH I ORDER FILTER

(b),(c) RECTIFIED CURRENT AND SWITCH VOLTAGE

WAVEFORMS

FIG. 4.3 IMPROVED CHOPPER CIRCUIT
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of capacitor C m this circuit prevents voltage spikes

across the switch. Moreover, under steady-state, Req
"becomes infinity when switch is ORP all the time. This

will give wider variation in the speed-torq^ue charac-

teristics and also reduced ripple in the rotor current.

The resistance R^ is used to limit the capacitor dis-

charge current through the switch.

4.3 derivation OP CIRCUIT MODELS

The problems associated with the analysis

of chopper controlled slipring motor are similar to

that of slip power recovery scheme given in Section. 2.5,

For chopper circuit when filter is used, current in dc

link could "be assumed continuous and ripple free. Thus

the circuit models will also "become similar to that of

slip power scheme. Consequently, the discussion on

merits of dc circuit model over that of ac circuit model

given in Section 2.5 is also applicable to chopper

control scheme. With the help of dc circuit model given

here, the relation between equivalent external resistance

R-„ and cheaper duty cycle is obtained for first order

filter only. It is observed that for second order filter

relation between R^„ and chopper duty cycle is hi^xly

nonlinear.
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Ihe per pliase ac eqxu.valent circuii: of induction

motor referred to rotor is given m Eigurc 2.3(a). The

dc circuit model is derived for 3“phase ssrstem.

If for the given chopper frequency filter

components are chosen such that ripple in the current

1^ IS negligible then rotor current is composed of

alternating square pulse of 27i/3 duration. Hence the

relation given by eqn. (2.2)

Ig =r| . la

for slip power recovery scheme holds good for chopper

controller as well^ where

Ig - rotor rms current,

- average value of i^*

The power loss in the stator and rotor resistance for

all three phases is 2l|(S rg) in the d.c. side.

Because of leakage reactance of the motor windings there

IS a voltage reduction of (3“ A). (J^;tL+^2^ ^
output voltage of the rectifier bridge.

If the voltage drops across slipring brushes and

diodes are neglected, the system is represented by the

d.c. equivalent circuit as shown in Pigure 4.5* The

configuration for external components depends on the

type of filter used, Bor this circuit model

X 2



i
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average value of rectified rotor voltage

at stand-still

Eg “ rotor voltage per phase in rms at stand-still.

The different paramettrs used in the figure are

^1'*'^ "* total leakage inductance per phase referred

to rotor

- stator resistance per phase referred to rotor

Tg - rotor resistance per phase

resistances

- external inductor

w
g

- supply frequency in rad/sec.

S - motor slip.

The torque developed by motor at given slip can be

determined if steady-state average current is known.

The nature of current waveform and its average value

will depend on the type of filter used and chopper duty

cycle, feth first order filter# i.e., circuit given in

Figures 4«3 it is easy to obtain the relation between

and chopper duty cycle, under certain simplifying

assumption [14]. The detailed analysis with second

order filter is given in the next section.

With first order filter, let

t^ - On period

tg OFF period
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1/1= chopper frequency

®22 ' %1 ®2

hi “ h"'"
' ^2^

h = hi/hi

'2 ” ^ll/®22

II = S B/E^

Ij = S l/Ejg

If we neglect the voltage drop due to commutation in

the diode bridge, current during ON mode is given by

-t/v-, “t/XT
±1 = 1^(1 - e ) + Ho ®

and during OFF mode

-t/T« -t/x^
i2 = IgCl “ e ) + ^20 ®

where i^^q and igo are initial values of curr®it for ON

and «^0FF mode, respectively.

Assuming that the chopper frequency and filter

inductor are such that
/

hz-'i 1

and

it can be shown that [I4 )
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Therefore#

Req = (4.4)

This equation shows that is proportional to the

OFF period of the chopper circuit. This is how the

external resistance in the rotor circuit can he

varied hy controlling the duty cycle of the chopper

circuit.

The rotor copper loss is given hy

SPg = (SB - 14)14 - SZt^q (4.5)

where Pg airgap power or torque in synchronous

watts and

(S B - S Zjjjj I^) IS the effective d*c. voltage

available in the rotor circuit*

While S is only reduction in vtfLtage due to

cominutation and it does not account for power loss m
the rotor circuit. Therefore# torque m synchronous

watts

Pj - [B - (3;^„ + 2ri)l4]Ia (4.6)

Equations (4*3) and (4.6) can he used to obtain torque

versus slip characteristic, for different duty oyol.es cf

the chopper
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4.4 CHCXPPBR WITH SEGOHD OHHBR PIIffiER

4.4.1 Analysis with Second Order Filter[ 27»28]

:

It has already "been pointed out that with at a

simple L-R filter, it is not possible to get a wide

variation in the speed torque characteristics. With

second order filter, it is possible to increase the speed

control range of the drive. Pigxjre 4.4 shows the confi-

guration of the second order filter where capacitance C

replaces the resistance Rg of the first order filter.

R_ IS used to limit the discharge current of C during

OH mode of the chopper. The dc equivaloit circuit given

in Figure 4*5 holds good for this arrahgement also. How-

ever, external components shown in the figure will be

replaced by that of second order filter.

Analysis (OH mode):

-t/^T .

- e ^) + Ho ®

where

II = SE/Eu

^1 ”

and ij^Q initial value of current for OH mode.

The voltage across the capacitor v^ is z-ero during

ON mode
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Analysis (OPP mode).

Por -under-damped circ-uit,

= (
SB — i^Q w

“d ^11

^ v>

) e sin t

+ ^20 ®
-5<a^t

£̂0 ^
[ COS t

+ C» smu
( 4 .8 )

where

“n - l/)r(IiiO)

«“n = W%X
"d “% V-(i-c ‘)

5 < 1

and 1^0 initial value of the current for OPP mode.

Therefore, effective time constant

*^2 “ ^ll/®il

dx,
and » SB - dt + %1 ^

2
^

In this case it is not easy to get a closed form solwfcion

for the following reasons

J

1. Por the given circxat it is a tedious 30h to

determine "boundaiy values i^^q and under

steady state condition.
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2. Presence of leakage reactances caa the ac side

of the bridge rectifier makes a.t all the more

difficult.

Hence a digital computer program was developed

to determine the steady state curroit waveform of i^.

Prom the steady state current wavefoim average current

and hence torque developed for the given speed can

be determined. This program gives the static speed

torque characteristics for different duty cycles of

chopper. Details of this program are given m Section

4 . 11 .

The superiority of second order filter over

other arrangements is already pointed out in the previous

sections. Hence design considerations, computer aided

analysis and esperimental investigations are given in

subsequent sections for chopper control scheme with

second order filter only.

4.4.2 Design Considerations for Second Order Pilter;

Before deciding over filter campcments it is

necessary to decide over chopper frequency. Por a

thynstor chopper, the power switch shown in Pigure 4.4

IS replaced by a thyristor and commutation circuit. The

details are given in the nerfe section. It is mam:]^
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the thyristor turn-off time, commutation circuit ahd

desirable variation in duty cycle that determine the

chopper frequency. Prom the analysis given in the

previous section, it is obvious that higher chopper

frequency is desirable in order to reduce filter

components size. The design considerations arfor

determining chopper frequency are as follows:

1. Thyristor t-urn-off time, maximum rotor current

»

filter capacitor discharge c\irrent and auxiliary

supply voltage will determine the values of

commutating componoats,

2. The commutation circuit puts restriction on

minimum or maximum time for which mam thyristor

should remam ON or OIP, respectively.

5. Now, the desirable range of dTaty cycle, dependmg

on the requirements of particular drive application,

will determine the maximum frequency.

let chopper frequency be f^^. Therefore

I = i/fo-

Determination of Filter Componoits:

Choose

1. % limit the worst case rotor current

2. %l/%l ensure that ij_ does not reach

steady state during the m^imum ON period.
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3- 0 IS determined snch that circuit is underdamped

and 1/4 > T, here = ti)^/2~.

Any higher values of 1 or C will reduce the ripple m
the rotor current. However, these values should not

he large enough to deteriorate the dsmamic response

of the drive.

4.
^(5

*" 'Capacitor discharge current' limiting

resistance should he large enough to protect the

capacitor and the thyristor switch. However, larger

values of will increase the discharge -time constant

'CR^'. This requires that the thyristor, which is now

carrying the rotor current and also capacitor discharge

current, should he kept OH for a longer period before

commutation circuit can turn it OFR.

4.5 CHOPPER OOHTROIi SCHEME [29,30]

Figure 4*6 shows the control circuit* is the

mam thyristor which acts as shunt switch* Ihen is

'OH*, external components connected in the rotor circuit

are and R^ only. During this period current huilds

up frcmi i-j^Q to igQ (see Figure 4*4(D)) throu^ L and Rj^.

The tummg 'OFF' of T^^ will divert rotor current mto

filter capacitor 'O'. This .circuit configoration is a

second order filter in the rotor circuit* How, current
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decreases to i^q (-under steady state), and capacitor

IS charged to voltage v^. When !P-j_ is turned QfT again.

Capacitor C discharges through -while resistance

limits the maxim-um c-urrait through and dissipates

most of the stored energy of capacitor C. mnst

remain CH till the current is decreased to a value

which caw he commutated hy and its associated

commutating circuit. This period decides the minimum

permisaihle duty cycle.

This filter operation gives almost smooth

ripple free current through ^tnd R-j^. And corres-

ponding rotor winding current can he assumed to he

rectangular current pulse with a pulse width of 2ic/3*

4.5*1 Commutation Circuit:

In this chopper, impulse commutation arrange-

ment IB used to turn off the mam thyristor T^. Jh

Figure 4.6 ^2 is the commutatmg thyristor. and

I» are the commutating components. A resistance R
o

shown in dotted lines takes care of Q of the circuit,

T~ IS used for reversmg the polarity of capacitor
5

voltage. 'E * (auxiliary supply) mamtams hi^
cl

voltage across capacitor even when rotor voltage is

low.
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To ’begin with and are triggered, the

triggering of charges C^, in positive direction to

the voltage e^^’ and t^e taken for charging is

^3 undergoes natural commutation. 5}-j_

IS kept ON for the period of t^ as controlled hy a PM
circuit. At the end of this thyristor ^2 triggered.

This turns T^ OFF hy sending a current impulse

Ip sin [-b/Yi^o

Ip IS the peak discharge current which is given

®c2 design consideration this is made

equal to 1,5 times the maximim rotor current [29J, The

polarity of voltage across 0^ is reversed, and now
o

voltage IS e^ 3, Once T^^ and are turned OFF, energy

stored in the rotor circuit is transferred partly to

the commutating capacitor C , This may "build up

capacitor voltage to excessively high value. However,

when a second order filter is used this effect 'beccmieB

almost negligi'ble.

It IS possi’ble to design a commutating circuit

without any auxiliary supply, i.e. ^ such a

case, capacitor 0^ receives its charge from rotor output

»B’ only. Since *E' is proportional to motor slip,

commutating capacitor voltage will also depend on the

slip, and thur making it ineffective at higher speeds

to commutate the specified load current, TIb-s arrangement
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would restrict the speed range attainable by this

control In order to overcome this problem an auxiliary

siipply Eo IS used
3i

4.5.2 Piring Oircuit

The firing sequence of thyristors is shown in

Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7(b) gives the schematic diagram

of firing circuit. A triangle wave generator and a

comparator forms a basic PIWM circuit, ihid the frequency

of triangle-wave generator decides the chopper frequency.

The pulse width of PM output is proportional to e^ the

control input. Since the power thyristors used require

comparatively large gate cxirrents of the order of

70-100 mA it was necessary to have drivers m each

channel of the firing circuit. Since the cathode of

*T^* IS not grounded a pulse transformer is used m the

firing circuit, to provide it with isolaticn. Thyristor

T-j^ receives a maintained firing pulse. ¥hile Tg and

T^ are pulse fired. In both the channels pulses of 0.5

msec, width are derived from the one-shot circuits. It

was often observed that spurious triggering of one-

shots resulted in the simultaneous triggering of T^

and hence a short circuit across the auxiliary

supply. In order to prevent this a simple logic arrange-

ment was incorporated in Channels II and III. Vith this
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logic arrangement can receive a firing pulse only

when is not receiving one Similarly gets a

firing pulse when T
2

is not getting it.

4.6 CLOSED LOOP SPEED C 01 TROD

The rotor resistance controlled slipnng IM

has very poor speed regulation with open loop control.

In mahy industrial applications, very good speed

regulation of the drive is essential. In such cases,

it "becomes necessary to go for closed loop speed

control. Precision closed loop regulators for ccsnven-

t3 0nal rotor resistance control are impractical. How-

ever, with a thyristor chopper, a slip ring IM may now

he applied in closed loop drives, with a good degree

of precision.

4.6.1 System Description:

Eigure 4.8 gives a block diagram of the complete

speed control system, A chopper with second order

filter IS connected on the rotor side of 3 phase slip-

ring motor. A permanent magnet tachogenerator mounted

on the Same shaft is used to ohtam speed feedback

signal. The rotor current is sensed by connecting a

small resistance m the dc circuit. The duby cycle

of the chopper circuit is controlled by varying e^,

the output of current controller. An eddy current
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hTake connected to the same shaft is used as load. The

motor details are given in Appendix A. The equivalent

circuit paramexers are given m Figure 2.9.

The scheme shown in the block diagram uses PI

control for speed and current control loops. The

description and operation of these controllers is

identical to that of slip power recovery scheme given

in Section 2.8.

4.7 SPEED CONTROHER

A permanent magnet dc tachogenerator is used to

ohtam a speed feedback signal. The design of attenuator

and first order filter in the feedback path is identical

to that of slip power recovery scheme. The detailed

discussion on this is given in Section 2.8.

Figure 4.9 gives the circuit diagram of speed

controller. It is essential that output of speed con-

troller should be unidirectional and with well defined

Saturation level. Besides this, to make current limit
\

adjustable it is desirable to make this saturation lair^

rather than the feedback factor adjustable. This was

achieved by using a precision 1/2 bridge limiter with

adjustable limiting level. Output of this limiter is

a reference for the current control loop.
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A PI controller was used to obtain zero steady

St ite error in the speed. Design procedure is similar

to that of speed controller for slip power recovery

(see Section 2.9). The transfer function of PI

controller is given as

a _
°

me ” s

where,

^c2
*

®c2 ^c2

^2 * ^/(^f2^c2^ (gain of limiter)

4.8 OVSBMT TEAJSfSDUCER

A hall effect transducer or dc current trans-

former can be used on the dc side of the rotor circuit

to sample the rotor current I^. Since the rotor circuit

IS isolated, there was no need of having a transducer

which must provide isolation from the power circuit. In

chopper circuit cathode of the mam thyristor T^ is

grounded, a resistance of 1.0 ohm is connected

between ground and negative terminal of the bridge

rectifier. The voltage across this resistance is

proportional to current m the rotor circuit. The

same resistance helps in limitmg the short circiat

current in the rotor circuit. This 3^^tifies its

comparatively high value of 1.0 ohm.
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The output of current transducer should he pro-

portional to average current While designing a

current transducer following considerations were takai

into account. Por a chopper circuit - without filter

current waveform could he highly distoi*ted. To make

such current feedback signal less distorted would

require a filter with large time constants. Particularly

»

when ^ chopper frequency is low. Moreover* the filter

time constants would he different for different chopping

frequency and also for different parameters of chopper

filter. A simple filter in the current feedback path

may have adverse effect on the dynamic perfonnance of

the drive.

To overcome these problems it was decided to

develop a high speed average current sensing circuit.

The circuit parameters would remain same whether chopper

IS with filter or without filter. Pigure 4*10 gives the

circuit diagram of a current transducer. Channel I

samples the current waveform at t *= 0 and holds it for

the rest of the cycle. TJnder steady state, this gives

the minimum value of current, channel II

capacitor 0^ stores the peak values of current,

And it IS transferred to in the beginning of the

next cycle. is discharged at t * This keeps
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it ready to store the peak value in the next cycle. The

"buffered output of these two channels is cannected to

a summer. Output of the summer is proportional to

(^max ^min^*

If and Tg are large compared to t-j^ and ^2

respectively, we can assume that average of i and

^min same as the average of i^. However this

condition may not he satisfied under all possibilities

of chopper operation. And this may result in the non-

linear transfer characteristics of currait transducer.

It IS felt that having this nonlinearity is better than

having large ripples in the currait feedback path.

This circuit gives approximate value of average

current within one cycle of chopping frequency.

e -

Current transducer gam s= 7

—

c

Since this circuit responds almost instantane-

ously there is no time constant involved. However,this

should be treated as sampled data system, due to sample

and hold arrangement.

In that case,
H

H (s) = S where I = T/2,
® 1 + S Vo

and T * l/f« - chopper period.
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li; Was observed in the final calculaticxns that effect

system performance can be ignored m favour

of other dominating time conhants.

4 . 9 CTJRHMT COUTROIIER

The circuit diagram of current controller is

shown m Figure 4.11» In a previous section, it is

observed that commutation circuit puts a limitation

on the maximum permissible duby cycle. While

duty cycle is determined by ‘second order filter* in

rotor circuit and commutation circuit parameters. With

these limitations - input to the circuit should

be such that

cl 1 cu

where V’ ''ou
determine the minimum and maximum duty

cycle respectively.

A precision bridge limiter is used between a

PI controller and PWM firing circuit. This limiter

action keeps the duty cycle in the permissible range.

A PI controller is used to give ’zero* steady state

error. A reference signal e„ for the current control

IS obtained from the output of speed controller. The

speed cont/ oiler has adjustable saturation level.

Output froJtt the current transducer is used as current
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feedback signal Diiring starting output of speed

controller will saturate beca'nse of larg error in the

speed feedback loop. Hence this limits the starting

current and hence torque to the preset value. Under

overloading condition also similar action will take

place.

The detailed description and advantages of

current controller over current limit arrangement are

given in Section 2.10,

The transfer function of curraat controller

IS given by,

kj (1 + s T^j^
)

s

where

^cl
“

^cl ^cl

k^ = l/(Rf]_ (gam of ths limiter)

The design procedure for this controller is given in

Chapter 5*

4.10 BZPISIMMTAL IHYISTIGATIONS

A 3 HF slipring induction motor was used for

experimental investigations* The valnes of ch<^per

circuit components are given in Ihgure 4.4. The

details of motor are given in Appendix A. Figure 2*9
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gives tlxe per phase equivalent circuit of motor

referred to rotor.

The loading arrangement for the drive is

identical to that given in Section 2.11» for slip

power recovery scheme. A permanent magnet tacho-

generator is used to provide speed feedback. A

resistance connected in the dc path of the rotor

circuit IS used to obtain rotor current feedback

signal.

Figures 4.l2 and 4.15 give the open loop speed-

torque characteristics without filter and with second

order filter, respectively. Using second order filter

ripple amplitude of rotor current i^ is considerably

reduced, and thyristor is relieved of high voltage

spikes. And minimum permissible OIT period of T^.

increased, for the same commutating circuit components

(refer Section 4.5). However, if the inverter grade

thyristors are used, it will be possible to design a

commutation circuit to obtain wide range speed control,

with second Older filter. The computed characteristics

based on the dc circuit model given in Section 4.3 are

also given for the sake of comparison. The steady state

speed torque characteristics with closed loop system

are found to be almost flat for various set speeds and
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currents. The transient response of the drive is given

in Chapter 5*

4.11 NTMERICAJ/ METHOD

The reasons for using numerical techniques for

determining steady state speed torque characteristics

of the motor with second order filter are already

discussed in the text.

Prom the conventional theory of rectifiers, it is

known that presence of reactances on the ac side of the

bridge cause current overlap during change over (i e.

commutation) of conducting diodes. Tins results in

loss of voltage during commutation period, ind its

average effect over a cycle is to produce equivalent

d.c. vdltage drop

^c = %
where,

^
*
“iT < ^ 2^

Hence, it is obvious to treat as resistance while

considering average current xuader steady state. This

may lead one to treat as resistance even when

coji^uting transient;s during or 05® nodes* However,

it IS felt that the beat to tgfce care of Its
^

p;r^ahce wot4d be to consider it ^.iadnetansa eigsal to

Zi * o) while compufehig trpnaisnta ClT end QM^
/ -f
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periods. And the loss of voltage due to commutation

IS taken care hy reducing the average voltage iir^iressed

on the filter and chopper circuit hy

This may give the impression of considering the

leakage reactances txfl-ice in the same circuit model. How-

ever, a close examination vTill show that

1. Waile considering it as inductance for computing

transients during ON or OPI* mode average voltage

across inductance is zero.

2. When it is considered as resistance it takes

care of decrease in voltage due to commutation

effect only.

Hence, while computing steady state wavefarm,

it “becomes necessary to go for iterative procedure to

determine the steady state current waveform and thereby

average current and torque developed for the given motor

speed.

4.11 #1 Digital Computer Program

After labelling the appropriate current and

voltages stS state variables the differencial eqmtions

for the chopper with filter were isritt^^ in state

variables form. The Bunge-Kutta 4tlr order approximation

method was used to solwe them simultaneously. Irem this*

the steady state speed torque eharaetansticss can be
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computed for different duty cycles of the chopper.

Comparison of computed and experimentally obtained,

open loop performance is given in Figures 4»12 snd

4.13.

4.12 ccasrciusiONs

Problems associated with simple chopper circuit

such as excessive voltage across thyristor and discon-

tinuity in the rotor current are eliminated by intro-

ducing a filter in the rotor circuit. The second order

filter gives a variation m speed torque characteristics

wider than that with a first order filter. The necessity

for feedback to obtain better speed regulation is explain-

ed. The aidvantage of current controller over current

limit IS pointed out with regards to the speed of response*

The closed loop control system discussed here used PI

controllei^ to obtain zero steady state error. A slip-

ring motor with filter and closed loop speed control can

replace dc motor in many applications.

r



CHAPTER 5

THE TRiarSIMT REHPQKSE OP CHQPEBR CQCrTROIiED

SIiIPRIHG IHDtJCTIOE MOTOR

5.1 IITRODIJCTION

The thyristor chopper controlled slipring motor

drive, complete with speed and current feedbacks is

described in the previous chapter. In this chapter a

small signal dynamic model is developed for this '

particular drive.

A small signal block diagram is developed for

the motor from which transfer functions are derived to

predict the transient response of the drive. It is

shown that these transfer functions can be used for

designing the closed loop controller.

It should be noted that chopper controlled

slipring motor drive given in the Chapter 4 does not
f

have the provision to provide brtking torque# unless

dsrnamic braking is used. Since dynamic braking reqiaires

switching of stator from ac to dc supply# it was not

implmented, A detailed discussion on the validity of

the transfer functions developei for a drive with

similar limitations is given in Section 5*1* ^
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5.2 DI7ELQPMEFT OE fMAUi SieUAL MODE!

The complete transient analysis of conventional

indi-ction motor is quite involved. The presence of

bridge rectifier and chopper makes it all the more

difficult. Therefore, it is not possible to derive

analytically a transfer function that -will be valid

under all conditions. However, transfer functions that

will be valid for small perturbations may be derived

under certain simplifying assumptions, the parameters

being dependent on the given steady-state operating

point [20, 51],

Thus an analysis for small changes of sp^fi about

an operating point is attempted* The following simplifying

assumption is made in the dc circuit model given in

Secticm. 4.5.

The voltage drop across stator impedance and

voltage loss due to commutation is negligible.

With this assumption the torque developed by

motor under steady state becomes

E
r = (5.1)

S

Prom eqn. (5.1)» torque is the linear functicai of

This will hold good only when motor is net heavily

leaded. How, for a given duty cycle of chopper, 1^ is
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^ proportional to slip S and E is constant. However,

for a given value of slip, current is not a linear

function of duty cycle, and Hence of ccntrol voltage e^

(refer Section 4.5)» Tins relation could be linear

only when

- Rotor circuit time constant during ON mode.

^2 - Rotor circuit time constant during ORE mode.

In a practical drive, it will not be possible to

satisfy condition like Numerically it can be

shown and experimentally it was observed for second

order filter given an Ihgure 4.6» that for > -tg the

relation between and duty cycle is highly nonlinear.

The Id chopper CK period - t^’ characteristics

for different motor speeds are given in Rigure 5«1*

Rrom Rigure 5»1» rotor current I^ is highly sensitive

to duty cycle changes in lower range and insensitive in

higher range. Taking into account this nonlinearity
f

^d “ 5 ^ (5«2)

where f(e^) is a nonlinear function of and duty cycle

IS proportional to
e^i^* R is the total resistance in the

rotor circuit when switch is and S is the motor slip.

Pot 100 percent duty cycle « 1



Icj-Amp
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Before deriving transfer functions we will linearise

this relation around a reference point.

Let operating point be such that

Id “ ® ~ ^0 ®i
~

®io

Making a Taylor’s series expansion of eqn.(5.2) around

the given operating point, and neglecting higher order

terms, we end up with the following linear relation.

“ fSo 3] (5.3)

where (df/de^i^)® - derivative at the reference point and

A I^,A e^, Ag represent perturbations around the opera-

ting point. Since

(11

B

where

t» s» motor speed
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Substituting these relations in eqn. (5»3) gives

®i “ % ®io^“ / (5*4)

Prom eqn. (5*2)

f

^(\o) I
= (5.5)

Prom equations (5*5)» (5*4) and (5*5)#

Tij

AIj *k(S h Ae) - -42
d fi' 0 r 1^ S^w „0 s

I

and AI^ can be written as

I;, dm
(5*6)

Uc T, At = EAl^/w g, ^rom eqn. (5*1)* If the perturba-

tion in load torque is AT^ * 0 the perturbation in

motor speed is given by

A m BA I,
A««A-^ -s — (under steady state)

where f - coefficient of linear (viscous) friction

of load*

35ubstituting the value A I, from eqii*(5*6)f ^ves

Am » l fT A e_ -
I^rt A<®

mg (5*7)1
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From ©qiiations (5»6) and (5.7)> tinder steady state

Au / Ae^^ ~ (®/^ g)^l/(^+^e'b^ (5*8)

where = (B/ w
gf)(I^ q/Sjj) represents the effect

of internal speed feedback.

5*3 BIOCK DIAGRAM AND IRAHSFER FGNCTIQIfS

Before developing a block diagram the presence

and effect of various time constants in the system is

investigat ed

.

5 . 3.1 Chopper Time Constant:

Although the duty cycle is proportional to

the triggering of the thyristors is not instantaneously

corrected. There is certain delay in the actiial change

in the duty cycle and change in the control signal.

Hoace, this system should be treated as a sampled-*data

system. The triggering of the main thyristor corresponds

to sampling of e^. The amplitude of e^ at that instant

determines the duty cycle. And chopper does not respond

to any changes in e^^ tall the next cycle. This coa^res-

p(mdB to zero-order hold aanrangement . Analysis can be

simplified by ccaxsidenng it as simple first-order sj^toa

with a time constant T^ « T/2 £21]# wiK^re 1/T is chopper

frequmey.
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ej[(s) =
63.(8

)

1+s
(5.9)

Now, the delayed change in duty cycle roprceented

by e^.

5 . 5.2 Filter Time Constant:

A filter connected in the rotor circuit, to

reduce the heating of rotor windings, could be a ‘first

order filter' or a 'second order filter'. However,

during GN mode of mam thyristor both of them wall

act as first order faJ.ter with time constant It

is only during OFF period that second order filter

circuit will act as second carder filter, let the

filter parameters be adjusted such that its effective

time constant during OFF period is Xg (refer Section 4.4).

*^1 “ ^ll/®il

Xg “ %i/^2 Older filter

fear 2nd order filter

where,

are external resistances

^11 “ % 2( + ^2^

* %+Sq 2rjL -t 2rg
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with this, effective time constant of filter will be

g, j
!i_22

(5.10)

% *^2 ^ ^2 ”^1

where

tj^ - CM period

^2 ~ OYS period, and

T =t ti + ^2*

The chopper time constant comes into picture only

when the change in being considered. However,

filter time constant is "bo be considered for

changes in w and also in e^. Considering these time

constants, equations (5«4) and (5*6) could be rewritten

as

AI^(s) E
i-

E(l+sT^)'^‘^®^c
Ae^(B) - e^^Eg_

Aw (s)

(a

]

3

( 5 .11 )

flA ej_(s) Aw(s)
— (5.12)

(l+sTfXl+sT^) 0 *"s(l+sTf)

Considering the peirburbations in speed and torque

Aw(s) =
at - ATj^

f(1+ BiJ

where
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Tjjj = J/f - mechanical time constant of load and

mot or.

J = moment of inertia of motor and load*

If

Aw (s)
(l/g^) Ald(s)

f(l + sT^)
(5.13)

Block diagram corresponding to equations (5«ll)» (5*12)

and (5 . 13 ) IS given in Figure 5.2.

5 . 3.3 Derivation of a I^(s)/ Ae^(s) and Aw(s)/ As^Cs);

Prom the hlock diagram of Figure 5.2»

i^C
A e.

‘(s)=

C ( 1+sT^ ) ( l+sTjjj ) -riSgij] ( 1+sIq )

where

1

^eh
~

Therefore,

A I.

'do
s

A e.
{a)

I m f m

The roots of

s® + (
^ 4, ~

eh) as 0

(5.14)
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are given "by

s
1,2

— 1/1, 1\ rl^l 1 1 / -j , M^
~ ” 9'^-^ jp ' i L ^(rp _* fp ' ~ T T ^

I m

(5.15)

m

lot = -1/s^ and = ~l/^2*

Substituting this in equation (5.14) gives

iia,
)

®1 (Itelj^Xl+sTjXl+sIo)

How

S-r( = ) = Trg-(s) a. f(Us]; )X i s ^ m

from the block diagram.

Prom eqn.(5.l6)» we get

^ (B/Bgf )[ f
]L/(

l+k^^)]
' ' "

®i ( l+sT^
)
( l+sTg ) (

1

+sTq

)

Effect of A Q}^:

Prom the block diagram* if ATj^ is not zero

Aa_(3) =
(VfXi^Tj)

^^1 (l+sT^)(l+sT^)+k^-jj

(1+s^2^)(1+s1E2) (5*18)
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Equations (5.16) to (5.18) are the transfer functions for

the perturbations arouna the operating- point

.

Erom the block diagrams deTeloped, it can be

observed that

i) It IS the inteztsal speed feeiback factor
'^eb

that

tends to make current respemse more oscillatory*

ii) If
5!ju

and Tf with this approxi-

mation*

and

(l+sl^)

(5.19)

(5.20)

5.4 TRAKSEBR ETMCTIQErS « CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM

The open loop transfer ftmctions and block

diajram are given in the previous section. To study

the transient response of closed loop system around the

given operating point* the same transfer functions can

be used* The closed loop control scheme for chopper

controlled sliprmg motor complete with speed and current

feedback is given m Eigure 4*8, and system desc3Kt.ption

IS given in Section 4* 6* In this section* block diagrams*

and transffr functions for the same soh^S will be

developed. iStabsequent aeoticais of variotis

blocks of the closed loop controller.
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5. 4*1 Current Control loop.

In tie linear analysis of current loop, it is

assumed that

i) The limiter in the current loop is operating in

the lineer mode.

11 ) The limiter in the speed control loop in the

saturated mode* This makes speed feedback ineffec-

tive.

Figure 5-3 gives the block diagram of current

loop. The FI controller transfer function is

* k^(l+sT^,3^)/s

where '

T

k

cl ^cl^cl

- gam of limiter

^cl®fl

If the time constant of current averaging circuit is

neglected in favour of other time constants in the loc:gE>,

the loop gam will be

. 8 H (s) .
® ° s(1+sTq)(1+sT3^)(1+sT2)

where E„ is current feedback factor* Froai eqication
V

(5*15 the Talues of and Tg are fohcti^e of
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and andI JQ

that

Let the operating point he such

and ^c2 *^2‘

The validity of the assumptions is shown in Section

5.7. With this assumption,

c cc C'

[klE„f (l^i)
(5.22)

s(1+sT2)

The closed loop transfer function for current control

loop, IS given hy

A I, G G (s)
c cc' ^

1+G G H (s)
c cc c'

where A e^ is input signal to current control loop,

Prom eqn, (5.22)

A I

,

T^(s)
c s( 1+sT 2)+[VAAl+kg,,)]

(l/Eg)(l+aIpl)

(l+sTg)(l+sT^)

where “l/3Jg^ and are the roots

(5.25)

of equation

0

5.4.2 l^eed, Ccmtrol Loopt

While analysing the hehaviotof spfee3 contt^Har*

it IS assmed that hoth the inait ers aa^e op^erating 3^ the

linear mc^e.
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Tlie speed control loop Talock diagram m Figure 5*4

incorporates the approximate transfer function given by

equation (5*23). In the block diagram ko(l+sa}^
2
Vs is

PI controller transfer function. tacho-

generator transfer function is H^/Cl+sTg) A first order

filter m the speed feedback path was necessary to reduce

the effect of ripples m the tacho-generator output

(refer Section 2.8). From Figure 5*4> loop gam

wc
1

f(l+sT^)

H
*-idL

(1+sTg)

^5,24)

s(l+sa?^)(l+s!r^)(l+Blia^

5,5 DBIEBMIIIATION OF DPERAITING POIH!I! PAEilOSTEES

In the small signal model discussed so far, some

of the parameters are functions of operating point* Ihis

operating pomt and associated parameters could be

calculated either graphically oy numerically. Once, k*

the performance curves of the chopper eontroll^ slip-

ring motor giving the steady state values of speed and

torque for various duty cycles, and speed torque charao-

teristxcs of load are available, we can d^ermine the

operating point* Shat is we can find and I^j^ for

the gLven tj^Q and since A is constant fen* thePW

t-
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circint we can determine These performance curves

could he plotted from the actual experiments conducted

on the motor or from ntimerically obtain a? results using

a simplified dc circuit model.

For studying transioat response experimentally,

the following operating point was selected.

Motor speed

Motor slip Sq

Rotor current in dc path

Chopper CK period t^^Q

= 900 rpm

= 0.4

= 13*5 4mp

= 6»0 mS

The controller power circuit and rotor circuit parameters

are given in Figures 4*6 and 4.5 respectively. The

machine parameters and load characteristic are given in

Appendix A, This information is used to determine the

open loop transfer functions of the drive.

5*6 transfer FDNCTIC® WAITJATIOH - GSm IiOQP

For second order filter given in Figure 4*6

»

1^2 “ 59,0 mH, %1 “ 3.45 ohms and R = 3*0 ohms. The

filter time constants during ON and OFF modes will he#

^2 = * 19-65 mS

^2 * 54,2 mS
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where L-,-, - Total inductance in the rotor circmt

~ Total resistance in the rotor circuit

when main thyristor is OPS'

R - To-tal resistance in the rotor circuit

when main thyristor is OF,

Hence, the effective time constant of filter at the given

operating point will he,

= 25.5 mS, from eqn. (5«10),

The chopper time constant

T„ - T/2 = 6*5 mS
v5

The loading generator field current is ad.3 usted. such that

the coefficient of linear (viscous) friction arouhd the

given operating point is

f = 4,0 ¥atts-sec^.

The mechanical time constant of the set-up is

- 437.5 m3

For the FTM control circint cycle length

T =;= 13.0 mS and

tj^ - 6.5 + 1.3 mS

Therefore,

”1*3 mS/volt
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Figure 5.1 gives ^versus curves foi different

values of motor speed. From these curves at the given

Similarly

»

Substituting the values of and in the

characteristic equation (5«15) gives

« 408 mS, ^2
“

where -1/Tj.. -l/Tg «e the roots of the oharaotanstio

equaticais

fhereforsi. frtaa equations (5-16) (5-17)
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(l+sT^^Xl+sTgXl+s^c^
(5.25)

Simlarly, from €qn.(5.18)»

A. 0.235(1^bT^)

(l+sT^^Xl+sTg)
(5.26)

where,

« 408 mS, ^2 *“ 25*6 ®S

* ^57*5 mS, » 6.5 mS and.

* 25*5 mS.

5.7 TRAUSFiaa FONCTIOef WAIUATICW - OJiOSEE© XOQF;

5.7.1 Current Control

The derivation of transfer function of current

control loop ia given in the previous section, neglecting

the time constant of current transducer, ourrait feedhafik

factor is

» 0.1 TT/Amp.

The design cmsiderations for H^(s) are giv^ m
Section* 5«S. The transfer function of a PI controller

in this loop is

**

3Ci(l»a1!el)

Where * 108 mS and = 159 # includes the

of a lirnttey.
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She design procedtire for corrent controllier is sinalar

to that Of slip power recovery scheme given in Section

5*8. In this case PI controller gain is chosen to

keep phase margin of atleast 60°. With the help of Nocols

chart it is observed that system response is not oscilla-’

tory [19]. Ihe Bode plots of &q(s) and

given in Figure 5»5* Since Section 5.6)

cut-off frequencies at and l/Pm indicated

in the Bode plots* Consequently eqn.(5*25) is rewritten

as

(5.27)

3*h«refore, loop gain

17.0(l+sT •,)

C C H (s) ,

® ° B(l+sT2)(l-Hit^)
(5.28)

The closed loop transfix function of current control loop

is given by

^
,0 ob ^

l-f & H.(s)

Since is virary small c<ffii«red to T^

ignored while calculating the transfer function

0^s). With this assua^tiont frtsi equafei«m (5*25)»

)f0(
(5.29)

e



URRENT

CONTROL

LOOP
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where and “l/T'jj are the root a of equation

s® + 1^(1 + 17.0 = 0

This gi-ves

T s= 180 mS and T- = 8,2 mS.
a D

5.7*2 Speed Control loop:

This simplified transfer function Og(s) oi

current loop is used for stud 3?ing the speed control loop.

This loop has a PI ccaitroUer with transfer function

where

kg(l+eT^g)

s

= 825 mS and

= 18.45> mcltides the gam of a limiter.

me design prooed«-e for and is simlar to that

Of currmt control loop (refer Section 3*8)*

The tacho-generatcxr filter and potential divider

are adousted such that

I|,{s) = 0.0586/(l+sTg)

where T * 62.0 mS. The design procedure for IB^(s)

is givm m Section 2*8,
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Tiie transfer functxon.

Ms) ^ -^( b ) =
l+sT_ 1+sT, (5.30)

and conse<iU€aatly, loop gam

, N
18*45(1+sT^2) lO-OCl+sT^l) 0.303 0 O386

®’(i)C®c^(o®ca^®
^ ~ s ' (1+sT^) (1+sT^) 1+sT^ l+sTg

(5.31)

E^qpressmg loop gam = A(a) B(s)

where

5.03(l+s!P.i)
A<s) =

( 1+Blg^) ( 1+sT^) (1+sTj^) (1+sTg)

and

18.45 X 0.0386(1 +
B(s)«~ ^

^

(5.33)

Figure 5*6 gives Bode plots of A(s)tB(s) ^d A(s).B(s)»

From bode plots it is observed that the cut-off frequency,

1/T of KfJ^e) is greater than the gain cross-over frequency
O

of them system. Ibis ensures that the presence of filter

in the feedbacks: path does not affect the system performance,

fhe loop gam plot indicates that the system has phase

margin of 60*^. With the help of Wiools chart Cl93 it

was observed that the system is stable and r^punse is

not <^illatory.
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5.8 EIPERIMMTAL INVBSTIGATIOJS

The loading and testing arrangement for the drive

IS same as given in Section 2.9. Details of Induction

Motor are given in Appendix A. The steady state

characteristics of the drive (refer Section l.lO) with

second order filter are given m Figure 4.13.

The initial condition of the drive is kept same

as the operating point given in Section 5.5. And a step

input IS applied to the controller ut different input

points in order to obtain transient response of the

mo^ or speed, and rotor current. The response is recorded

on the strip-chart recorder.

The open loop speed and current responses for

2.0 mS change m the QU period, t^ are given in Figures

5.7(a) and ^5. 7(b) respectively.

Similarly Figure 5-8 gives the closed loop

transient response with current feedback only. The step

change in the current loop reference signal A e^, = 0.4V,

The transient responses with speed and current

feedbacks are given in Figure 5»9, The step change in

speed ccntrol loop reference signal is A e^» +0.027.

Since the controller doi^ not have the provision

to provide braknng torque during retardation, only positive

step Inputs are applied as tost sigoals.
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5 . 9 DI&IT’Al COMPUTER PROGRAM

After labelling the appropriate currentt speed

and controller output voltages as state variables (refer

Figures 5-2» 5»3 and 5*4) » transfer functions for open

and closed loop controller are -written in state variable

form as given belo-w, let

Aw

*2= Id

« Delayed change m rotor current due to chopper

time constant.

= Average current feedback signal.

X^ » Current controller output =s Ae^

Xg « ^eed feedback signal

Xfj = Speed controller output « Ae^

S^eed control loop reference signals -

3!he system equations are

T - ^ is -
^ idt%-w^f fT^

dt 3?^

(5.54)

(5.55)
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d_ ^ ^2 ’ \
dt ^4 ¥1

ft 2=5
= ii(Z7 ' ^^) + kiToi ft(,V>^7J

^ H« \ \
dt^6 f7~

o

dt ^ "* ^2^ ^ ®o»
- ^6^ “ ^2 ^o2 It ^6

(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.39)

(5.40)

Ihe Eunge-Eutta fowtla order approxnaatioia method

vas \Jsed to solve these equations simultaneously.

Using this program the small signal response for

mooor speed and rotor current is obtained for the follow-

ing cases:

i) open loop

11 ) closed loop with current feedback <aiLy

111 ) closed loop with speed and current feedback.

Equations (5.34)t (5.35) and (5*36) are used to study the

dynamic response of the open loop drive, where Ae^ is

input to the controller. Similarly, equaficns (5»34) to

(5.38) are used for studying the systrao response when only

curroit feedback is effective. In this case Xy = Ae^

IS input to the system. Eor studying the response when

both the feedbacl!:^ are effective, equations (5*34) to

(5*40) are and A e^^ is input to controller*
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The trazisient response is coDputed for the sane

operating point promid which transfer fiinctions are

computed in the previous sections, fhc initial values

of the system varialDles arc assumed to be zero as the

system is in steady state before the disturbance, fhe

same program can be used to compute transient response

for load perturbations.

Oomparison of ccaaputed and experimentally obtained

transient response is given in Hgures 5*7, 5*6 and 5*9*

5*10 cOKrciusioirs

Por small perturbations of input signals around a

given operating point, the small signal mod^ developed

gives good accuracy- 5}he same model is useful in designing

a closed loop controller with predictable performance.

inalytically it can be shown, and experimentally it

was observed that for relation between and

duty cycle is highly nonlinear. !I?his makes it highly

sensitive to duty cycle changes in lower range and

insensitive in higher range.

A slipring motor with filter closed loop speed

control can replace dc motor in some of the applications*



CHAPTER 6

COHCLUSIOH

The detailed analysis and design of thyristor

controllers for slipring induction rotor is given in

the previous chapters. This study is linited to

i) sub-synchronous slip power recovery scheme, and

ii)chopper controlled rotor resistance technique.

These methods are simple, economical and give wide

range speed control compared to the other methods of

speed control for slipring induction motor. The

summary of work done and concliiding remarks are given

in this chapter*

6.1 REVIEW OE THE WORK DOES ARE COICEHSIOES

The aim of the present thesis as mentioned in

Chapter 1 is to study the slip power recovery and rotor

resistance control methods applicable to the slipidng

motor, and propose mathematical models of the drive

system for the amlysis of steady state and dynamic

performance.

The slip power recovery scheme discussed in

this thesis has a provisic®. of returning slip power

to the sx^ply lines. This ayak.es the dnve highly



efficient conpared to wlien stater voltage control or

rotor resistance control methods are used. The power

circuit and associated control circuits for suh-

synchronous operation are simple and economical

compared to stator voltage and frequency control.

Hence slip power controller is a highly economical

alternative for controlling high power (100 kV and

above) drives. The recovered rotor power causes

overall reduction in the motor power factor. However,

alternative arrangements giving improved power factor

give falser distortion factor.

The other method of controlling slipring motor

discussed in the thesis, is by thyristor chopper control

on rotor side. Though this method of control is simple

its application is limited to low and medium power

drives due to its poor efficiency at low speeds of

operation. With this type of controller, unlike

stator voltage control method,there is no reduction

in maximum torque developed by motor. The probless

associated with simple chopper circuit on rotor side

are hi^aly distorted rotor current waveforms and high

voltage spikes across thyristor switch. A second order
V

filter between rectifier and chopper gives ripple free

winding currents and relieves tJxynstor of hi^ voltage
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spikes and at the same tune gives wider variation in

th speed torque chart uteristics of the drive. However*

in practice introduction of second order filter increases

the ninimum pemiseihle OF period of the chopper* the

reason being comrutation circuit limitations. If

inverter grade thyristors are used it will be easier to

realise the advantages of second order filter.

For slip power controller speed torque

characteri'^tics are similar to that of separately

excited do motor. Therefore, it is easy to obtain

linear transfer functions that will hold good over

a wide range of operation. 'For chopper controlled

slipring motor, rotor current versus duty cycle

characteristics are highly nonlinear. Hence the

transfer functions are obtain* only for small per*-

turbations around the given operating point. The

closed loop control system, complete with speed and

ctirrent feedbacks is designed for slip power

recovery and chopper controlled drive.

The following are the contributions made in

this thesis.

1. A IKJ circuit model is develc^ed for the

slip power recovery schsae. It is ot^erved that this

model gives better accuracy compared to ac circuit
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model. The reason being, in ac circuit model, it is

not possible to take into accotmt comr utation effect

of converters,

2, Complete design of closed loop controller

for slip power recovery scheme is ^ven, A PI controller

IS used in speed control loop. This loop contains

another inner loop with PI controller for currst

control. The closed loop speed torque characteristics

of the drive are almost flat giving speed regulation

better than 0,5 percent,

3* A dynamic model for slip power recovery

based caa certain simplifying assumptions is developed.

This model is used for the analysis and design of closed

loop controller, with predictable accuracy.

4« Per chopper controlled drive without filter

or with first order filter, the permissible variation

in speed torque characteristics is limited by lii^

voltage spikes across thyristor*. The si;q>erior ariange-

ment of using second order filter is given. With this

method it is possible to obtaxn the wide variation in

speed-torque characteristics.

5 - A do circuit model for chopper controlled

drive is similar to that of slip pewesr recovery aaheme,

A procedure for determining steady state ctarrent waveform
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based on this nod el is given. The not or winding leakage

reactance is treated as inductance wh.i^e conputing trans-

ients during ON or Oi*? mode of chopper operation and as

equivalent resistance for computing the loss in terminal

voltage due to computation overlap.

6. A novel high speed current averaging circuit

is developed. This circuit samples and holds the minimtun

and maximum values of rotor cTirrent for each cycQ.e and

outputs the average value for that cycle. This circuit

gives average current feedback signal without introducing

large time ctmsfcant in the feedback path.

7. Since rotor circuit time constants are

different for ON and OW modes of operation# the

relation between rotor current and chopper duty cycle

IS highly nonlinear. The transfer functions are obtained

by -inearizing this relation for small perturbations

around the given operating point. These transfer

functions are used for the analysis and design of

closed loop controller. The design of closed loop

controller for chopper controllai sliprang motor is

similar to that of slip power recovery seheae.
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appmdix a

THE DETAILS OE IKDUCTIOE HOTOE AND LOAD

3-Phase Slipring Inducrbion Motor -

3 HP, 1440 rpn, 4007

Rated stator ciJrrent - 5.0A

Rated rotor voltage - 145*07

Rated rotor current - 10,0a

Stator/rot or txirns ratio n = 2*76

The per phase equivalent circuit parameters

referred to stator and rotor are given given xn

Eigure 2*9.

The moment of inertia of the set-up

J « 1,75

The coefficient of linear (viscous) friction around
1

the given operating point is function of operat ang

spe^ and the type of hrafcmg arranganent used* Eor

this set-up, DO generator and eddy-current "brake

are available as load.
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